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President oftheAmateur
Athletic Foundation ofLA.
to Address Commencement
NEWSSERVICES
Special to the Voice
Anita L. DeFrantz, president of the
Amateur Athletic Foundation of Los
Angeles and a member ofthe Interna-
tional Olympic Committee, win ad-
dress the College ofWooster'i 1 22nd
(Commencement onMonday.May 1 1.
The Commencement ceremony
win be held in the Oak Grove at 10
ajn. During the ceremony, Wooster
Anita L. DeFrantz
wUl confer bachelor's degrees on
440 seniors.
A two-tim- e Olympian who won a
bronze medal for rowing in the 1976
Olympic Games, DeFrantz is one of
two IOC representatives from the
United States and is the first Ameri-
can woman to serve on the 9 1 --member
body which governs the world-
wide Olympic movement An attor-
ney in Los Angeles, DeFrantz also
serves on the VS. Olympic Com-
mittee Board of Directors, and is a
member of the executive committee.
In addition to her bronze medal
performance, DeFrantz won a silver
medal in rowing in the 1978 World
Championships, was a finalist in the
World Championships five times,
and won six National Champion-
ships. She was awarded the Bronze
Medal of the Olympic Order by the
IOC for her leadership role in fight-
ing the United States boycott of the
1980 Olympic Games in Moscow.
Born in Philadelphia, DeFrantz
grew up in Indianapolis and began
her formal involvement with sports
at age 19 when she was introduced to
rowing at Connecticut College. Af-
ter graduating from that institution
with honors in 1974, she studied for
a law degree at the University of
Pennsylvania. While at Penn, she
trained at the Vesper Boat Club and
competed on every national team
from 1975-8- 0. During that period,
DeFrantz served as a director of the
boat club and was a member of the
board ofdirectors ofthe United States
Rowing Association.
DeFrantz was named to the IOC
October 17, 1986, and her term will
last until the year 2027. She is a
member of the IOCs Program and
Athlete's Commissions. She isalsoa
trustee of the Women's Sports Foun-
dation and a member of the Interna-
tional Committee fix Fair Play.
. On Sunday May 10, the day be-
fore Commencement, the Rl Rev.
Edward W. Jones, will deliver the
sermon, "Whom Shall I Send?" at
'the College's traditional baccalau-
reate ceremony in McGaw Chapel at
'1030 ajn. Jones is the bishop of the
Episcopal Diocese of Indianapolis.
A Toledo native, he graduated
from Williams College in 19S1 and
Virginia Theological Seminary in
1954. During his extensive career,
Jones was an assistantrectorat Grace
Episcopal Church in Oberlin and
Episcopal chaplain to Oberlin Col- -
Rev. Edward W. Jones
lege before becoming executive as-
sistant and diocesan long-ran- ge plan-run-g
officer to then Bishop of Ohio
John H. Burt in 1968. He returned to
parish ministry in 1971 as rector of
Sl James Episcopal Church in
Lancaster Pa. He served as bishop
coadjutor of the Episcopal Diocese
of Indianapolis before becoming
bishop on December 24, 1977.
Fomir to
Degrees
NEWSSERVICES
Special to the Voice
The College of Wooster will
confer honorary degrees on two
of its most distinguished alumni
and two renowned professors
during its 122nd commencement
exercises on Monday May 1 1, at
10 a.m. in the Oak Grove on the
Wooster campus.
Receiving honorary degrees
will be:
. Lowell W. Coolidge, pro-
fessor of English emeritus at
Wooster;
Helen Murray Free, a
Wooster graduate of the Class of
1945 who is a senior manager in
t ,. "S. Ik- -
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Stanley C. Gault
the diagnostics division of Miles
Laboratories and president-ele- ct
of the American Chemical Soci-
ety:
Stanley C. Gault, a 1948
graduate of the College who is
the chief executive officer and
chairman of the Goodyear Tire
and Rubber Company;
Samuel Procter Massie, a
former trustee of Wooster who
is a professor of chemistry at the
United States Naval Academy.
More than 400 seniors will re-
ceive their bachelor's degrees
during the ceremony.
Lowell W. Coolidge was born
in Sherborn, Mass. He earned
his B.A. and M.A. degrees from
Boston University. He was
awarded a Ph.D. by Western
Reserve University in 1937.
Appointed instructor of English
Receive Moeorary
from the
- , 4 ' '
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Lowell W. Coolidge
at Wooster in the fall of 1928, he
served on the faculty for 46 years
and then began a second career
at the college as a librarian.
When he officially retired from
the library in 1990, he had com-
pleted an unprecedented 62 years
at Wooster. Coolidge will re-
ceive the honorary doctor of hu-
manities degree.
Helen Murray Free is a native
of Pittsburgh. She is a member
of the Class of 1945, and earned
her master's degree from Cen-
tral Michigan University.
In September 1944, Free joined
the staff of Miles Laboratories
',,"?
.
if" sf
Samuel Procter Massie
in Elkhart, Indiana, as a chem-
ist. Free has authored more than
150 scientific publications, and
holds a number of patents. Re-
cently, Free was elected as the
College
next president of the American
Chemical Society.
Free will receive the honorary
doctor of science degree.
Stanley C. Gault is a native of
Wooster and a 1948 College
graduate. Between 1980 and
1991 Gault served as Chief Ex-
ecutive Officer of the multi-nation- al
Rubbermaid Corporation.
Upon his retirement from
Rubbermaid, Gault was named
chairman and CEO of the
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Com-
pany. Gault is active in the
Wooster community, as well as
at the College of Wooster. where
he is currently chairman of the
A)
,
Helen Murray Free
board. Gault will recieve the
honorary doctor of laws degree.
Samuel Proctor Massie was
born in Little Rock, Arkansas.
Massie earned his bachelor's
degree at A.M.N. College of
Arkansas, his M.A. in chemistry
from Fisk University and his
Ph.D. from Iowa Stole Univer-
sity.
Massie is an organic and me-
dicinal chemist, who has served
many positions as a teacher and
reseracher throughout his career.
A member of the College's
Board of Trustees for several
years, Massie was the first African-A-
merican trustee at the Col-
lege of Wooster. He was, from
the outset, a strong advocate of
diversity.
Massie will recieve the honor-
ary doctor of science degree.
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DemograpMcs Conltniniee to
Change at College ofWcositer
ELISE BATES
Voice Staff Writer
The class ofl992 will be graduat-
ing smaller than they entered. The
Admissions office feels that the en-feri- nr
Class of 1996 looks to he an
incredibly talented group of stu-
dents. Spring 1992 brings changing
demographics of the student popu-
lation at the College of Wooster.
Admissions has a target of 475
new students for the class of 1996
and this is down from the target of
490 students in previous years. This
decrease is due the smaller number
of students enrolling in colleges all
over the country.
Applications received total 1993
now, but more are expected tocome.
Last year, 1997 applications were
received by the end of the season.
"We are at a low in the trough of
demographies. commented Noel
Blyier, Director of Admissions. He
mentioned that Admissions ex-
pected to be further ahead by this
point.
Over 300 firm commitments to
enroll in Wooster have been made
as of April 28 and the deadline to
accept admits is Friday. May 1.
Blyier noted that this number is
ahead of last year and therefore.
Admissions should reach their tar-
get. The class of 1995 enrolled 468
students from a target of475 and the
class of 1994 enrolled 508 studenu
from the same target.
Scbg) am Has Jokscn 92 accres
tussle of ab
The number of applicants from
the South and the West is increasing
due to a growing population. Ohio's
applicant number remains sialic ax
one-four- th to one-thi- rd of all appli-
cants. Applications are down from
trie New Englandand Midwest states
because ofa decrease in the number
of college-ag- e studenu in those re-
gions.
Blyier suspects the incoming class
will be "statistically every bit as
strong," as the other classes at
Wooster. The academic strength,
athletic ability, musical talent and
amount of community service ex-
emplified by each applicant is over-
all very diverse and strong. Blyier
noted that many more students are
getting involved in service groups
such as Natural Helpers(a peer coun-
seling group) and Students Against
Drunk Driving clubs. This is a
"growing trend." said Blyier.
Internationally, studenu are
coming from more areas. Blyier
speculated that the number of
international studenu is "every
bit as diverse if not more so." It
is too early to comment on the
namber of minority applicants.
Despite reaching admissions
goals, fewer studenu graduate
from The College of Wooster
than actual enter as first-ye- ar
studenu. In 1988. 547 students
enrolled at Wooster as the class
of 1992. Yet, only 435 seniors
a ckxp cf rrirjero w in Lower Prr.
Photo by Max Para.
will graduate this spring. Demo-graphical- ly,
these studenu also
represent a wide number of re-
gions with twenty-si- x percent of
the studenu representing Ohio.
With 112 fewer students
graduating as seniors than en-
tered as first-year- s, it is not un-
reasonable to be concerned.
denu may choose not to return
to Wooster after a period of time
due to many reasons, including
wanting to be closer to home, a
desire for a different academic
program of studies, financial rea-
sons, or general disatisfaction
with The College of Wooster.
Doug Miller, who would have
graduated in 1994, expressed bis
feelings about the college and his
reasons for leaving in a letter to the
editor of TV Wooster Voice in the
December 13. 1991 issue. "In my
search for an education my beliefs
were belittled as I questioned the
PoliacallyCccrea Order of things
here at the college," stated Mi3er in
his letter.
Studenu have also expressed an
interest in transferring due to the
size of the school and for personal
seasons.
FelicityWhheley95 assessed her
trinsfer situation by suting."
Wooster has been a good stepping
stone, tut my desired major is not
offered here so I am choosing to
further my education elsewhere."
Copeland
of '10 Worst,' but
Consider the Source
WREN COHEN
foice News Editor
The job of news editor isn't always
luct, stones to write, and deadlines to contend with, but sometimes you
i have to objectively decide what
; wee.
On Monday, I received a hefty en
Jniversity. For anyone who doesn't
man wno gave Lynne Cheney the
uucxc u woofer s rirsi icar
National Press Club last September.
Anyway, what I received from
JDucauon uueo. Heterodoxy: Articles and Animadversions on Political
rectness and uiher routes. Interesting, I thought, and sat down to have a I
A few minutes later, I hurriedly put
Copeland. Why? Because staring at me from page six of this new I
, m an article titled, "The
s smiling face ofHenry Copeland himself. The best I cculd gather was that
: was number three on this distinguished list.
The article attacks Copeland from
t ms handling of the Galpm "uteover." practically calls him a racist, I
I accuses him of laaig conviction.
opened negotiations wnh
; ton as saying, We are all racists.
The article goes on. "T'rprfanrf i not
; political agenda ofhis own; he
t lea thr. miihinihr-ali- M mrl fnninia
i accomodaasd the radicals so shamdessly" it laments. The article also
Woosters First Year Seminar
Does this mean that nuifticpfturalists and feminists are all necessarily
cncals7 That exploration of race, sex,
So I called up the president. And I
comment.
"You're known by your enemies,"
this too seriously because it
lucal agenda.
I've never had a political agenda
Hence, stated Copeland, adding
the feminists. He suspects
this journal are probably against
Copeland also commented on the
or instance, the article claims that
prmgof 1990. It actually happened
It also apparently happened at
The article criticizes not only Copeland, but the atmosphere at the
as a whole. "Wooster is a small
Church have unravelled
acknowledging that a hefty
required by then Bylaws to be communicate bercof thePresbyte--1
m Church.
Anyway . the point I wanted to make by
don tmakerhenews.1 kzst resort k. Brtsomerjrnesvaursmtolrwrhetin&
a publication distorts acts in order
as valid,! baveahard omeacrxpang
Cnprianrl, The CcDetsrWtinaer
s wny you dxm t see Bus run as a
Sure we've got problems here. But
that goes a hme brt wrong
weeks, people have become
licies to Greek Week, things that have
is, the college President, as important his job is, doesn't make all the
If he did, the College of Wooster would cease to exist after 1995
Copeland retires as President And
Called One
easy. Not only are there interviews to
is newsworthy. That's what haroened
i
velooe from Christina Sommers ofClark
recognize the name, Sommers was the I
information with wruch Cheney smeared
seminar rroeram in a sneecn to the
Sommers was the first issue of a new
in a call to the President of the College, I
10 Worst College Administrators," was
many sides. It calls him spineless. It I
The article discusses how Copeland
the soident protesters at Gatotn, and I
tha nrt yiminittratior who has a
simply caves m to those who have, and
rfA1nri tfvr show." it States. "He
program for it's raceAJassgender
and class b not ataflusefun Whatever.
explained the situation and asked for
be explained. "It's hard for me to I
seems that they're trying to push a
for the college except academic
that he found it interesting that they
that the publishers and contributors I
black studies and women's studies.
factual inaccuracies in the biography. I
the Galpin incident occured in the
in the Spring of 1989, but what's a I
Wooster College, wherever that is. I
private college, whose ties to the I
over the years," the article states.
percentage of the Board of Trustees I
writJni was thatas news editor.
tomakearximt.andriien passes kseifl
f""rtning ffflffptrtrry "'Hnews story.
to find fault with one person for I
doesn't seem constructive to me. In I
upset with everything from housing
little to do wim the President. The
I suspect that won't be the case.
May 1, 1992
Verdict in LA. Trial Prompts Discussion
. . .- ;.w u :i :LAUREN COHEN
Voice News Editor
The acquittal of four Los An
geles police officers tried for
excessive use of force has
prompted violence and rioting
in Los Angeles. California, and
has incited discussion and de-
bate at The College of Wooster.
In a very highly publicized po-
lice brutality case, the video-
taped beating of Rodney G. King
was highly politicized even be-
fore the trial began.
Yesterday afternoon, many
students could be found huddled
around each of the two televi-
sion sets in the Lowry basement
as news briefs about the vio-
lence in Los Angeles continued
to be reported.
The discussion in Lowry. ac-
cording to one spectator, focused
Here" proof Oat your diploma is
definitely worth more than Die piece of
paper ifs written oa In fact it can get
you into a wild, yet practical "92 Toyota
Pasea Or any one of our quality cars
and trucks.
Okay, motivated collegians, you can
now take advantage of the incredible
Toyota Class of S2 Retail Fmandruj
Program if your diploma is from a four-ye- ar
college, gradue school or regis
tered nursing program. Even t you re
See YourToyota Dealer
on tne verdict ana now it re
flected issues of race, as well as
racial inequality in terms of po-
lice action. One African-America- n
participant in-th- e discussion
related how he, and several Africa-
n-American friends, had
once been accosted by several
police officers. Other students
shared their own experiences
with police and racial inequality
as well, and many people were
listening intently.
According to C. Mason
Hallman. a spectator, the debate
was useful. "It was really great
because it showed that College
of Wooster students have the
ability to have an open-mind- ed
discussion on a serious issue,
and that they have the ability to
positively share their own per-
sonal experiences." Hallman
TbYOTA
ACCEPTS
DIPLOMAS
FOR CREDIT
-
. w 0
sis months away from graduation. The
hot scoop: Your dream Toyota can be
yours for no money down and a 90day
deferred payment! We offer you all this
plus special College Grad finance rates.
For even lower monthly payments, talk
to your Toyota dealer about leasing.
See your nearest Toyota dealer for a
brochure with
full details and
qualification
requirements.
FViciwccnthecxrtr(tDefer
on ,rhHr, h teeth Knr trice of bthn Si 0.000.
JNEWS
was impressed with the ability
of the students involved in the
discussion to communicate with
each other and show respect for
other's opinions and experi-
ences.
But another spectator who
asked not to be named was less
enthusiastic about what took
place in the basement of Lowry.
"I saw a couple people with
raised voices, pointing fingers
at others...It seemed like this
situation was the first time ev-
eryone could agree, and all they
did was use it as an excuse to
fight, like it was a personal com-
petition rather than a national
issue."
As the afternoon progressed,
students were clearly and over-
whelmingly interested in the
verdict and its implications.
CREDTT
CORPORATION
'.,v .i-.M.!:i.- ;-i'--
Model United Nations
Achieves National
Top Ten Status
ALI STEELMAN
Special to the Voice
The College of Wooster' s
Model United Nations Team re-
cently placed in the top 10 in the
country at the National Confer-
ence in New York City.
The team competed against
such teams as Georgetown U..
American U., U. of Chicago. .
Austin U. and many other highly
ranked colleges and universities.
Frank Andorka '92. the team's
only four year member, stated
his satisfaction with the perfor-
mance of the team. "We really
pulled together well." The team
was awarded the placement of
Distinguished Delegation for the
second time in three years.
This is unusual for a team with
only two members who had ever
competed on the national level.
Five other members had never
competed in Model United Na-
tions before but each had previ-
ous international relations or
speech experience. With hard
work and a lot of talent, the team
was able' to outperform teams
from highly competitive schools
with long-standi- ng debate and
research experience.
In Model United Nations, each
college researches and represents
a certain country. Debate is car-
ried on in committees similar to
those in the actual UN. Indi-
viduals and schools are ranked
according to formal debate and
caucusing ability, knowledge of
4 III
3
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Parliamentary procedure, repre-
sentation of the country, and
ability to create and form reso-
lutions. Competition can be
more than 12 hours per day, by
the time formal session and in-
formal meetings are completed.
But, because the competition was
held in New York City, there
were ample off hours and oppor-
tunities for recreation.
The members of the team were
as follows: Frank Andorka '92.
Kimberly Brickell '92. Kim Dou-
glas '92, Drew Nicholson '93.
Stephan Bielski '94, Gardner
Key '.94 (acting president), Chris
Maher '94, Daria Stefaniuk '94,
David Blixt '95, Noah Parker
95, Amy Sullivan '95. John
Yoder '95. Ali Steelman '93.
who was unable to attend, served
as the trainer for rookie team
members. Another C.O.W. stu-
dent, Liz Barney '92, was given
the great honor of being chosen
for the National Conference staff
and served as a Committee Di-
rector.
The team officers for next year
have been chosen and they are:
Gardner Key- - President, Ali
Steelman- - Vice President. The
individual Events and formal
speech officer will be chosen
next semester. Anyone inter-
ested in Model United Nations.
Speech, or Debate for next year,
please contact either Gardner
Key or Ali Steelman.
uisa o
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LEAD RELEASE
The LEAD team has clearly
left the best for last in our selec-
tion of Quinton Massey as the
May Leader of the Month. With
home in Shaker Heights. Ohio.
Quinton approaches his last set
of finals as a senior Business
Economics major.
Throughout his career at
Wooster. Quinton has been a
. Peer Mentor for two years as
well involved in SOC and SAB.
As a black student, he quickly
saw an outlet in BSA for his
energy and ideas. With the con-
cept of education through diver-
sity as a personal priority, he
immediately became involved in
BSA his freshman year.
While keeping involved in
BSA. Quinton's personal" love
remains Men of Harambee. a
program house dedicated to the
support and advancement of Af-
rican American individuals in the
Wooster community. When re-
flecting upon the experiences
that Quinton has participated in
with MOH, Quinton glows with
excitement. Originally a quiet
participant in High School, LEAD team.
Revised Book Buy-Bac- k
Implemented
GRAHAM STEVENS
Special Projects Director
Strapped for cash? Once again
the SGA is working to ease the
financial burden of the Wooster
students.
The book-buy-ba- ck program
that was instituted this year has
been redesigned to better suit
the students.
Many students complained
about the "card method" because
comparing the conditions of the
books wasn't a realistic option.
Other complaints ranged from
taking to much time to fill out
the cards to having to write out
so many individual checks.
The SGA has taken all of those
problems into consideration and
has totally revised the book-buy-ba- ck
system.
One of the major changes is
the move from the little cards to
a computerized system. The new
computerized method is ex-
pected to reduce the "book
check-i- n time" by almost 60
as well as provide records of all
transactions.
Quinton awaited college and its
guaranteed opportunities. His
view of the Woostcr community
resembles an unlocked door just
waiting for him to enter. Now
looking back on his achieve-
ments of the last four years, it is
clear he has made a difference.
In addition to being a member
of BSA and the President of
MOH. Quinton has been the RA
of Kate House for two years.
Again he "found the campus easy
to become involved in." and used
this avenue as a way to nurture
himself and others. In combin-
ing President and RA, Quinton
carries a heavy responsibility
load.
However, as,a student who
emphasizes learning and in-
volvement, Quinton is success
ful as a motivating leader. While
Quinton expresses his experi
ence here at Woostcr as "unfor
gettable", we return the word as
a description of him.
To Quinton and all the other
motivators, loud and quiet, you
are all UNFORGETABLE to us
Thailks for a great year- - the
Another of the changes is that
all the books will be on display.
grouped by area of study (i.e.
English. Art. and Biology), as
well as by professor in a format
very similar to the way the Wil-
son Bookstore is set op during
its book sales.
' The students will register the
' books that they want to be sold
with the SGA at the end of the
semester. The SGA will store
- the books until the sale. In aa
effort to curb the amount of
checks that have to be' written
the SGA will handle all the cash
flow. All checks written to pur-
chase books will be written to
SGA. At the conclusion of the
sale SGA will write one check
for the total sum of an
individual's books that are sold.
There will be someone in
Lowry Center to collect books at
the end of the semester on the
following dates: May 3, 5, and 6
between 11:00 and 1:00. These
books will be stored over the
summer and be placed on sale
the first week of school. :
(Left to Right) Oliver Preuss 95,
Lisa Ostermueller 94 make up the
Cropp 93 (not pictured).
SGA Cabinet LooksAhead
MICHAEL MCTIERNAN '
SGA President
.
The 1992-9- 3 SuxlailGovernment
Cabinet; consisting of Lisa
Ostermueller, Jeff Larger, Kathryn
Wilson. Graham Stevens, Oliver
Preuss, Kevin Cropp, and Michael
McTiernan, have already begun
meeting in order to plan for next
year. They have identified some of
the majorproblems that students will
face in the Fall.
Budgetary Rwtraina
As the College, along with most
colleges in the nation, tightens its
budgetary belt, most campus facili-
ties will feel the strain. Two impor-
tant academic resources may suffer
as a result. The Library, already
straining to keep under budget, may
have 10 work even harder next year.
While they have been able to extend
library noun until lam three nights a
week this semester, next semester
may see a reduction in hours. The
Academic Computing Center may
also experience cutbacks in hours.
Students, who currently enjoy ac-
cess 10 Taylor until 4am, may find
the building shut by midnight next
semester. Potential cuts in consult-
ants hours may also be in the works
for next year.
The SGACabinet iscurrentlycon-
sidering channeling SGA funds into
both the Library and the Academic
Computing Center, in order 10 ex-
tend the hours. This will go under
furtherconsideration in the Fall when
more information is known.
.
Psnv Contracts,
In early March, the SGA Alcohol
Kathy Wilson 93, Michael McTiernan 93, Graham Stevens '95, and
Student Government Cabinet alono with Jeff Langek '93 and Kevin
Photo by Joshua Fagans.
Committee met with both ICC and
ISC to discuss the College's manda-
tory party contracts. Both the Com-mitx- ee
and the students present dis-
covered a number of problems with
the system. An example of the types
of concerns discussed was the in-
ability of Residential Life to suffi-
ciently staff the number of desired
parties. These concerns have yet to
be addressed and will be taken up
again in the FalL
Parking
For those students living on the
north side of campus and own cars,
the parking situation may have been
the most frustrating aspect of the
past year. Rarely are there spots
open in the Armington, Andrews,
Douglass, and Wagner lots. Thus
students find themselves parking all
the wayacross cam pus in the Holden
lot and having 10 hike home late at
night. The SGA Parking Committee
addressed the problem in February
with the City of Wooster Traffic
Commission. The Commission, as
reported in the Voice t decided 10
allow parking along Beall Avenue at
all times of the day. Unfortunately
the Commission mysteriously re-
versed their decision, without in-
forming the SGA or the Voice. Asa
result, students who thought that
parking was legal found themselves
ticketed.
The SGA was unable to take their
continuing concerns back to the
Comnussion because the April meet-
ing was conveniently canceled. The
SGA win however attend the Sep-
tember meeting to resubmit ourpro-- ,
to Next Year
posal for Beall Avenue Parking.
Another aspect of parking that is
not specific to the north side ofcam- -
pus is the growing discontentment
of residents living along the College
periphery. They are unhappy with
the increased College parking in front
of their houses. They complain not
only of the inconvenience, but also
of the increased noise and garbage.
If students fail to be more consider-
ate in these areas, these residents
will continue to lobby the Traffic
Cornmission. The result may be that
the College will be surrounded by
specialized parking areas similar to
those on the north side.
Recycling
The SGA is interested in becom-
ing more involved with on-camp- us
environmental concerns. One spe-
cific aspect discussed has been that
of increased paper recycling. There
exists the possibility of forming a
standing committee of the SGA to
deal with such concerns. The SGA
win network with the existing on-camp-us
environmental groups in the
Fan.
It's only May and already the SGA
has a fuU plate for the Fan. Student
Senate elections will be held in Sep-
tember foranyone interested in these
or other issues. For those not run-
ning for Senate, the SGA invites you
to attend any or all of their weekly
meetings. These meetings include
open discussions of the major cam-
pus issues. So even if your not a
Senator you can still act on those
issues which most concern you. See
you next FalL
Student Government AssociationMay 1, 1992 PageS
Stairs and Stripes ofISA
ISA RELEASE
It is not easy to leave one's
culture, land and people, no mat
ter how important the cause is.
Yet, international students crowd
American colleges in search of
a better and more advanced edu-
cation. Among other things,
coming from abroad to this won-derf- ul
open country of The
United States of America opens
avenues of knowledge and pre-
sents enriching cross cultural ex-
periences for not only interna-
tional students, but for Ameri-
can students as well. Therefore,
an organization like the Interna-
tional Student Association on a
diverse campus like Wooster be-
comes an important source of
cross-cultur- al interaction and
.
provides a base for the develop-
ment of sincere international
cultural awareness. This aware-
ness then help to generate better
understanding and hopefully
peace in our world.
With this in mind one of the
main objectives of IS A this com-
ing year is to make ISA a campu-
s-wide organization. This, we
feel can be achieved by working
.
with other campus organizations
and striving' towards more in- -
volvement by American stu-
dents, within ISA. Apart from
some reorganizing that we have
been busy with for the last
month, our focus has been mainly
on the objectives mentioned
above, the integration of ISA
within the campus and Ameri-- ,
can students within ISA.
In working towards its new ob-
jectives for the coming year, ISA
has recently decided on three
campus-wid- e programs
sored with SAB and BSA. Next
,' fall will begin with a panel dis-
cussion on First Year seminar
on the evening of October 14,
1992. This discussion is being
Campus Council Report to
the College Community
On March 4. 1992. Campus Council passed amotion to form an Ad Hoc
fommimr to assist in the discussion
regarding the Voice. This ad hoc committee requested memDersottne
cbUeee community to submit written concerns about the Voice . As a
result of that request, the committee received three letters from the
community. The ad hoc committee hosteda discussion between represen-
tatives from the Voice and die authors of the letters.
All those who had wriaen letters were invited to this discussion held on
April 20, 1992. Only representatives from the Voice and members of the
Ad Hoc committee attended. Due to this lack of interest to discuss the
concerns, the committee disbanded
the editor of the Voice.
organized along with BSA. A
week later, on Friday. Septem-
ber 1 1, 1992. ISA will be at the
Underground with SAB - this
will be a great evening present-
ing a rich blend of International
and American music and dances!
Also with SAB, ISA is organiz-
ing a spot light variety show in
Mom's on the evening of Friday
October 9, 1992. In the third
week of November, ISA will
have an International Dance
show in Lowry pit. All of these
events will provide American
students with tremendous oppor-
tunities to work together with
international students.
When viewed from a world
perspective, an American is just
as international as someone from
Spain, South Africa, or Japan.
..
Therefore, we feel that the par-
ticipation of American students
in the activities of international
students is extremely important.
This idea was in our minds when
we decided on our goals of the
year, especially the one which
stresses for the integration of ISA
into the campus community.
Also , we have extended a new
proposal to most organizations
to send their representatives in
ISA. Most importantly, frequent
appearance of ISA's news and
views in The Wooster Voice is a
bid to increase awareness of ISA
on campus (This article is the
third release from ISA in this
month!). These above mentioned
programs and steps, therefore,
strongly reflect ISA's above
mentioned goal of the year. Al-
though our executive board al-
ready holds two American stu-
dents (out of four members), our
overall membership expansion
program ( a powerful week long
campaign which we hope to see
next Fall) is looking for more
stars and stripes in ISA
of concerns brought to the Council
and forwarded all letters received to
Unsung Hero
as LEAD'S
LEAD RELEASE
While assuming the roles of As-
sistant Director of Babcock and co-cha- ir
of the Committee on Racism,
Ciona continues to be one of the
many unsung heroes at Wooster.
Through her continuous contribu-
tions to ISA and Babcock and her
outstanding academic record, Ciona
has earned the respect of her peers
and professors within and outside of
the classroom. Ciona personifies
motivation and dedication along with
modesty and scholarship, the LEAD
team honors her as our April Leader
of the Month.
Due to the fact that LEAD is only .
two years old, we were unable to
recognize Ciona's achievements her
sophomore year. During which time
she assumed the positions of ISA
Vice President, Campus Council
member, and Campus Community
on Racism member and organized
and finished twojunior LS. projects
in order to study abroad in East Ger-
many her junior year.
As a German and Political Sci-
ence double major, Ciona experi
Storage Offeredfor
GRAHAM STEVENS
Speical Projects Director
Once again the SGA is providing"
a number of different summer stor-
agealternatives forWooster students.
Small storage, which will be held in
the basement ofHolden HalL isopen
for any boxed items, trunks, refrig-
erators, and bicycles. Large stor-
age, which is held in a storage facil-
ity off campus, is open for lofts,
sofas, chairs, and rugs.
All items which students wish to
be place in small storage should be
placed into sealed boxes and trunks
with lids so that they maybe stacked.
The Companion Program Needs Help
MICHELLE MCKNIGHT
Companion Program Director
The Companion Program of the
S tudent Government Association
is intended to ease the transition
for the incoming first-yea- rs and
create new friendships between
college students. Upper-clas- s
students volunteer their time
during the summer to write a
friendly letter of greetings to the
first-ye- ar student that they have
been matched up with. The first-ye- ar
student then has the oppor
tunity to respond and ask any
QonaUIbrich Recognized
April Leader ofthe Month
enced whatcould Declassified as the
"dream experience" inEastGermany
immediately after the Berlin Wall
fell. Consequently, Ciona was for-
tunate enough towitness the unifica-
tion of Germany with Polish and
Russian students. In addition to trav-
eling and conducting interviews with
German women for her senior I.S.,
Ciona studied German literature at
Martin Luther University, a socialist
university in East Germany.
Upon her reaim to the U.S.. Ciona
spent a semester at Clark University
in Massachusetts and attempted to
readapt to American culture. She
also spoke at various high schools
and colleges such as MIT about her
unique experience abroad.
Now back at Wooster, Ciona has
focused her time to being Babcock's
Assistant Director. Even for this
woman who prides herself on time
management techniques, which she
had to learn quickly her sophomore
year, she continues to find itdifficult
to make room for everything. Her
LS. titled, " The Personal isand the
Political: An Interdisciplinary Analy
Refrigerators should have their cords
bound and their doors taped shut
The costs for small storage are as
follows: Boxes- - $2 (twelve dollar
maximum). Refrigerators- - $3,
Trunks-- $3, Bicycles-- $5. Any other
items which are not quoted above
will be priced at the door. Small
storage will be open from 7-- 9 p.m.
on May 3,5, & 6.
The opportunity to place items
into large storage will be available
on Saturday, May 2 and Sunday,
May 3. The SGA will be loading
items into a yellow Ryder moving
van at designated times in a parking
questions about Wooster. con-
cerning classes, social life, dorm
life, or anything else. This is a
great way for the first-ye- ar stu-
dents to become comfortable
with the idea of coming to col-
lege where they know absolutely
no one.
Next year the Companion Pro-
gram will be bigger than ever.
Not only will there be a pizza
party for the first-yea- rs and their
companions at the Underground,
but also a full week of fun events
where everyone can make even
sis of the 1989 GDR Wende," ties '
her two majors together. Also, she
recently received both the Mary
Sandborn and Tom Neiswandcf
Awards for benefitting most from
experience abroad and all around
leadership and academics respec-
tively.
To no surprise Ciona has aspira-
tions for beyond Wooster which be-
gin with teaching english in a for-
eign country she has not been to yet.
Graduate school with a degree in
International Affairs remains on her
mind but not in the near future.
In sum Ciona is the epitome of
LEAD'S Leaderofthe Month for she
has 'acquired her leadership traits
throughexperience and diligence and
continues to search for avenues to
get involved in. This laidback and
independent woman is ready for the
world beyond Wooster. Ciona's
philosophy ofcollege bestconcludes
her outlook on life and her leader-
ship style. This is thetimein Life to
do what you want to do. Time to
play because not tied down.' Watch
out world, here she comes.
Summer
lot in close proximity to each dorm.
Each loft needs to be bound with
duct tape, binding all 2x4's and 4x4's
together and alTplatfonn pieces to-
gether.
Rugs need to be rolled and bound
with duct tape and not folded. All
.
money needs to be paid up front, the
SGA will not store any items which
have not been paid for. The prices
for large storage are as follows; Lofts-$1-5,
Sofas-- $15. Chairs- - $10, Rugs-$1-0.
As with the small storage prices
for items which do not fit the above
prices will be established by an SGA
representative at the pick up site.
more friends.
However, in order for the Com-
panion Program to succeed a
number of volunteers are neces-
sary. We are in need of over 200
volunteers in order to keep this
program afloat. If you are inter-
ested in being a friend and com-
panion to an incoming first-yea- r,
please send us your name! Thert
are sign-u- p sheets in most dorms
or just send your name and bor
number to Michelle, c-22- 47, f
soon as possible. Thanks for y .
help!
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Starfish and
"It's the end of the year as we
know it, and I feel fine." Thanks
for asking though (and sincere
apologies to REM). I feel as
though I should be doing that
end of the year thing, but as time
is continuous that would be pre-
sumptuous, so I won't. Actually
I was going to dream op some
cliff-hang- er of an article; some-
thing along the lines of an alien
take-ov- er of the Voice, or my
secret double life as an IRS in-
vestigator. But common sense
reigned me in (anything is pos
Obbligato
I I
MICHAEL MATTISON
sible), so I won't.
What I will do (hopefully) is pass along a simple story that I keep
tacked to my walL I did try using that blue sticky stuff, but it got all
dry and crumbly, but that's another story. Anyway, I keep this
snippet of prose above my desk where I glance at it every once in a
while. Occasionally I even read through it again. For some reason it
seems to make me feel better (and it's free).
By no means am I trying to be pedantic or moralistic (I don't have
the clothes for it). I am not trying to make a point or preach a
sermon. It is more of an effort to share what I think is an insightful
piece of writing. Consider it a public service announcement.
Read it if you want. Save it, tack it op, burn it, practice origami,
or make shredding for the gerbil cage. It is not a commandment (I
couldn't find aay stone tablets). It is more of an idea for your
consumption (and I don't have to
Salutations
concentrate oa writing aa article
while my year-en- d scholastic endeavors are ignored).
So. with that said. I should just shut-u- p and let you continue
without mc-B- ut, before I go. I do want to say congratulations to all
the seniors who shall be making that graduation walk. Best of luck.
To everyone else, may your summer be joyous and may your feet
find no snails beneath them as they amble through the coming
months. Enjoy, and let's do it again next year Now, without
farther adieo.
Based on "The Star Thrower" by Loren Eiseley:
I awoke early, as I often did, just before the sunrise, to walk by the
ocean's edge and greet the new day. As I moved through the misty
dawn, I focused on a faint, far away motion. I saw a youth, bending
. Continued can page 7
Even
Boe't
I ran into my good buddy, Spanky
McBride, the other day - and boy
(oops) was be peeved.
1 can't believe they let you fulfill
your tenure as editor-in-chi- ef of The
Wooster Voice'
Spanky? My Cod, you even itali-
cized the wooster voice. What the
hell has gotten into you? '
1 am a changed person, and I am
here to condemn your supervision of the College's paper."
The College's paper? I though it was a "student publication."
How could you consider a publication that forces those students you
tUMisuil to confront issues that they may find offensive."
I didn'tknow I was a representative of tne students. I thought myjob was to
let people know what goes on around here.
"Not ifour sensitivities are compromised."
I guess Spanky had a point. We threatened the College's sensibilities by
letting the campus know that the Chair of the National Endowment of the
Humanities singled out Wooster for its First-Ye- ar Seminar program.
Seemed like a pretty good thing that required discussion.
The Voicetaeveryom know that peop
their punishment was "write a paper and take me weekends ofL"
Seemed like a pretty good topic to be addressed.
The personal experiences of women who had experienced abortion was
given exposure. Jeez, instead of debaung scoe esoteric argnnent. the Voice
provided first-han- d experience, a primary source.
Maybe, the consequences of choosing an abortion should have been
du
If YoeListen
T
MARC OSGOODE SMITH
The kicker, however, was to let the campus know that a woman gave birth
lo a baby in a dorm bathroom; that unwarned preganscy and ia denial occurs
here.
Perhaps a good idea would have been to address the problem and discuss it
Naw. When you destroy illusions, peopkgetmad at youand the rvory tower
jmnvrtiatrry transforms itself into a dark, dirty, and moist, dungeon.
The problem with this year's Voice is that it decided to deal with some
tangible issues, issues tnatinvcived rial p
It is a different situation when you have a srjecificirjcidenL a real experience.
We, as enlightened citizens are supposed to solve these problems for
.,, Continued on Page 8
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My Destiny
This yearwe've seen a lotof things
that are wrong with society. We're
plagued with massive greed, apathy,
and political cynicism. Most of our
politicians seem insincere and cor-
rupt. Since this is my last column of
the year, I'd like to offer a little
prescription for how sane, thinking
people can deal with such an annoy-
ing world. --
.
Change in an environment like
Is My Own
GINA M. BOMBACI
this can only come from within individuals. As written by Czechoslovak
President Vaclav Havel (who, by the way. is an exception to the rule mat all
political figures are sleazy and devoid of real vision), society cannot be
healthily transformed by Utopian political systems, but only by the indi-
vidual attitudes of the people who comprise it
The key is to actively use our human capacity for skepticism and doubt.
Rather than mechanically accepting things as they presently are, we are able
to imagine them as they should be. We must defend our right to continually
question established orders. Questioning and doubting prove we are really
alive.
When we look at social problems ranging from poverty to discrimination
to crime (of both the violent and the Wall Street andor Congressional
varieties), we should realize that tradition alonejustifies nothing. Traditions
must have a purpose they must improve our lives somehow. If they don't,
they deserve to be discarded. At a time like this when the status quo seems
dominant, irreverence is the best of virtues.
This may appear idealistic, but sometimes too much practicality is bad for
the souL We'll never solve problems by resigning ourselves to them. We
must look for better possibilities.
If we set our minds free from self-ma-de constraints, we can run our own
lives and make our own choices.
I'd like to end by sharing a declaration that is taped over my desk,
something I wrote last summer after overdosing on the plays of Jean-Pa- ul
Sartre. It's called the Declaration of Individual Independence.
1am free. I am freetochooseanddirectmyowneffor,toseleaandcarry
out my ends and means. I am free to find a direction for my life. I am free
to think and conjecture as I wilL I an free to question anything and anyone,
or everything and everyone. I am free to attempt to answer my own
questions.
T am free to act as morally as I believe I know how, or not I am free to
decide how I will live. I am a human being with mind and soul. I am free. I
accept my freedom. I accept the responsibility for my chokes. I do not
excuse myself. My destiny is my own."
Have a great summer, and question authority!
Do Starfish
Smoke Hooters?
Continued from page 6
and reaching and flailing arms, dancing on the beach, no doubt, in celebra-
tion of the perfect day soon to begin.
As I approached, I sadly realized that the
but rather bending to sift through the debris left by the night's tide, stepping
now and then lo pick up a starfish, and then standing, to heave it back into
the sea. I asked the youth the purpose of the efTcirt "The tide has washed the
starfish onto the beach; they cannot return by themselves," the youth replied.
"When the sun rises, they will die, unless I throw them back to the sea." As
the youth explained. I surveyed the vast expanse ofbeach, stretching in both
directions beyond my sight Starfish littered the shore in numbers beyond
calculation. The hopelessness of the youth's plan became clear to me and I
countered, "But there are more starfish on mis beach than you can ever save
before the sun is up. Surely you cannot expect to make a difference." The
youth paused briefly to consider my words, bent to pick up a starfish, and
threw it as far as possible. Turning to me, the youth simply said, "I made a
difference to that one."
It would, indeed, be a perfect day.
Letters to the Editor
New Software to Solve Insensitivities
Being a recent arrival at the Col-
lege of Wooster. I was somewhat
surprised at the level of controversy
being raised about the various as-
pects of the political correctness de-
bate.
.
I recognize the seriousness
with which the question of political
correctness is being taken, and being
in the Department ofAcademic Com-
puting Services, I have wondered how
computers can help play a part in this
debate.
In perusing various journals, I
found the following story in the April
1 issue of the Journal of the Society
for Political Correctness in America,
that I think offers some exciting new
possibilities.
Microstuff Announces
Word Version 6.0:
Exciting New Options
With the introduction of this new
version of its popular word process-
ing program,Microstuff has dramati-
cally broken through the limitations
of previous versions. Based on the
particular demands of those inter-
ested in either liberal or conservative
political correctness. Word 6.0 has
added several new options that should
please both populations.
As Word 5.0 added such features
as style and syntax checking. Word
6.0 has added automatic checking
for the political correctness of the
document Keyed particularly to in-
tercept and modify syntax found of-
fensive to particular groups, Word
6.0 ensures that the resulting docu-
ment will pass all criteria for non-offensiven- ess
- according to which
side of the political fence the reader
happens to be on.
Accessed through the OPTIONS
menu, the writer selects "Check PC
Liberal" or "Check PC - Conserva-
tive." At this point a window similar
to that used for spell checking ap-
pears. Unlike spell checking, how-
ever. Word 6.0 does not allow the
J-Bo-ard The Ultimate
Did you know that it is possible for
J-Bo-
ard to find you guilty of harass-
ment and charge you with sexual
harassment and you never have to
lay a hand on, look at talk to or be in
the same vicinity as the person who is
allegedly harassed? Don't believe it?
Well, it's absolutely true! How do I
know? It happened to me. I jokingly
made a suggestion, and some guys
followed me up on it Yet I went to
J-Bo-
ard for sexual harassment and
harassment Goofy huh? So the next
time you say jokingly "aw go jump
writer to select alternative options
in wording, mode of expression, or
thought The program automati-
cally assigns the correct thought
according to the Liberal or Conser-
vative selection, and inserts it into
the document without interference
from the writer.
Here is some examples of some
documents bothbefore and after the
correction process:
BEFORE
A Critical Review of Mark
Twain's
Huckleberry Finn
This work by America's most
famous 19th century author uses
the metaphor of a trip down the
Mississippi River to comment on a
young man's coming of age. Ac-
companied by his companion Jim,
Huck encounters a number of char-
acters who Twain uses to satirize
the pretensions and prejudices of
the antebellum South.
Liberal Option: AFTER PC
Check
In his book "Huckleberry Finn,"
yet another suppressive white male
author of the 19th century attempts
to gloss over his prejudices through
the device of sending an incorri-
gible male juvenile down a water-
way clogged with the pollution of a
corrupt corporate society.
Conservative Option: AFTER
PC Check
In his book "Huckleberry Finn,"
yet another southern liberal apolo-
gist author of the 1 9th century helps
yet another incorrigible juvenile
evade responsibility, using the time
better spent in hard work by aiding
and abetting an admitted lawbreaker,
probably of the likes of Willie
Horton. --
: Version 6.0's PC option is an
invaluable tool to apply to works
that need to be rewritten, more ac-
curately reflecting the mores and
oVfabridge" rnake sure m one hears
you cause if they do you'll go to J-Bo- ard
for manslaughter.
Betteryet did you also know that
if someone hurts your feelings you
can file charges and take them to J-Bo- ard?
It's absolutely true! It says
it in plain English in the Scots Key.
Section I, Part B, Respect for the
Rights and Concerns of Others,
The College expects that in all
relationships with each other, stu-
dents will be guided by a mutual
concern for each other's feelings.
attitudes of either liberal or conser-
vative Politically Correct 20th cen-
tury society. For example, here is its
response to a passage from a high
school American History text
BEFORE PC
In the presidential campaign of
1864. Abraham Lincoln defeated
George McClellan.
PC Liberal Option: AFTER
As an example of the national in-
fluence of the military-industri- al
complex, the corrupt Republican
Party was up to its usual tricks of
deceiving theAmerican public while
justify ing the whole treacherous plan
through shouting, "War, War, Warl "
in re-electi- ng the racist hypocrite
Lincoln to the presidency.
PC Conservative Option: AFTER
By soundly defeating the liberal
reactionary Democrat apologist
McClellan, Abraham Lincoln pre-
vented the wholesale takeoverof the
United States by forces whose rally-
ing cry was either "Tax, Tax, Tax"
or "Free Willie Horton!"
In its preliminary announcement
of Version 7.0, Microstuff indicates
that a hardware attachment will be
shipped along with the software.
Attached to the wrist of the user, it
will administer a corrective electri-
cal shock ofonly 2200 volts to those
who attempt to use forbidden words
or phrases, ensuring that anything
typed on the computer fits the crite-
ria established by die particular group
purchasing the software. These and
other improvements will guarantee
that whatever is written will, indeed,
be made of ticky-tac- k, put into little
boxes, and come out all the same.
Sales are expected to be heavy.
Should anyone be interested, I
would be happy to see about order-
ing a preview copy.
Your humble correspondent
Daniel Cottle
Assistant Director, ACS
Witch Hunt
integrity and need to live in an envi-
ronment conductive to an academic
environment"
Just think the next time someone
cuts in front ofyou in the dinner line
at Lowry, and hurts your feelings by
making you wait an extra minute,
which in turn prevents you from
studying, take them to J-Bo- ard. Or
the next time someone asks a ques-
tion in class and hurts your feelings
by not giving the professor a chance
to finish hisher lesson take them to
Continued on page 8
J-Bo-
ard Grief
Continued from page 7
J-Bo-
anL Anyway, you get my point
Link did I know that to attend the
College of Wooster I had lo give up
my First Amendment Right to Free-
dom of Speech. It seems that if you
say something that someone doesn't
Lie or if it hurts their feelings you can
go to J-Bo- ard. What you say doesn't
evenhavetobederogatoryornasty.lt
can be as simple as "be a man join the
Klan" or "hey. why don't you give
themacalL" Both of which J-Bo-ard
says are unacceptable. Who the hell is
J-Bo-
ard to teH me what I can and can't
say? Opps. dad I hurt your feelings?
J-Bo-
ard can more or less do what
they want wuh linJe opposition from
students and faculty. A guy rapes a
girL and he gets ten days suspension?
That sure doesn't seem like a suitable
punishment. Expulsion would be
more like it. Here's a good one. a guy
gets caughtsmoking ajoint so he goes
to residential life, has a talk and that's
that. Funny. I thought possessing
marijuana was a federal crime. Oh
welL Here is something else to think
about. One sanction that can be im-
posed by J-Bo- ard is to write a paper.
Here we are in an institution of higher
learning that is supposed to be teach-
ing us how interesting writing is yet
writing is used by J-Bo- ard as a pun
ishment?
I have talked to many professors
andstudents about how J-Bo- ard works
and the manner in which they handle
cays.
The overwhelming response is that
J-Bo-
ard is out to find anybody guilty
ofanything they can. and that J-Bo-ard
itself is a total joke. Okay, many of us
(students and professors) agree on
this so now lets get motivated and do
something about it! If it means stag-
ing a protest, writing a letter, signing
petitions, or getting a lawyer to Tight
this then by all means, lets get with it!
If you've been unfairly treated by J-B- oard
or want to do something to
change it, let me know. My box
number is 1604. Drop me a note.
Perhaps a group of us can get together
to do something about this.
If J-Bo- ard wants to find me guilty
of a crime that I have ACTUALLY
COMMITTED. Great HI abide by
whatever sanctions they impose; but
when their drawing at straws and try-
ing to grill someone who they think
might be guilty, they need to stand
back and take a good look at things,
and perhaps check the law books. Just
because I go to Wooster doesn't mean
I have to give up my First Amend-
ment Rights.
Matthew Fisher 95
Go, He's Satan
Continued from page 6
others, not deal wuh them in our own community.
Now here is a novel idea. Let us as a College community expend our
energy on the problem, and not on critiques of how the problem is exposed.
This lesson needs to be learned by the faculty just as much as the students.
If you have ever been to a faculty rneeting. or hear them talk behind closed
doors, they are just as petty as the students. They have nothmg on us. Think
about it. They are limited just as much by the isolation and heavy cotccutra-tio- n
of relatively intelligent people, whereby search for tram ard consensus
is disregarded in favor of agenda promotkM and power consunjtion.
Don't believe me? Go to an official meeting, observe the protocol and
babon (Ooh, you're so smart and sensitive. How do you-d-o it?).
The bottom line is, the way we do things around here needs some reform.
We are all in competition to see who can jrariWually subjugate the other.
chalVrtging who has more power. Sounds a lot Lis the larger society we
condemn, eh?
So here is the proposal Before we suggest that we have the answers tone
world's problems, kx us first find me problems in how we deal wim them.
We are so caught Bp in condernnirig some enemy that we are consumed by
anger and cutnprtJtCTi. Anger and compemiou ire not me cunxt nxxiva-tion-s
to solve the problems with which we are faced I knew, rational -- sorry.
We are surrourided by a plethora tfhaie that wort) of
relatively intelligent people. Don't we have the intelligence to kiww that the
way we deal with our issues is wrong?
Hcpefu2y,bupKacfynct-becau3epccpfe- w3
not on the issues nased; regardless of wixtherkwasefiixtrvery conveyed ornoL
What a shame
Celebme
This Parxfsaver
Tm Coin' Home
-An Emotional Fish
Viewpoints
Qnne For -- it-he Road
Well, it has been a year, academically (for the two of us, at least).
Our FreshMAN year at Wacky, Wild Wooster is drawing to a close.
And what a year it has been. We have had the opportunity to come
to the heartland of America (pronounced: "Amurika, luvit er leevit")
to pursue the beginnings of our college education. We have been
indoctrinated into the philosophy of Political Correctness, where
even if you believe in honesty, you can be kicked out of school, or
worse (sent to the dreaded Judicial Board), for telling a person what
you think of them.
.
We have had the pleasure of ceaseless intellectual stimulation in
the classroom and. surely, in our social lives (pronounced: SAR-
CASM), largely in thanks to the great participation on behalf of the
Greek community. Without this continual inspiration we would no
doubt have been forced to deal with fewer distractions from our
pursuit of education.
Veritas
3 fC;r
i
MICHAEL PROVOST
C. MASON HALLMAN
Michael received a telephone call from the Office of the Registrar asking that he schedule a meeting
to explain his reasons for terminating his registration at Wooster. Of course, we had assumed that the
reasons were fairly clean be has better things to do. Michael will be attending Oberlin College
(pronounced: a Gooood School) for the following years.
Granted, it was difficult for Michael to choose to separate himself from the multitude of interesting
activities and traits that are prevalent here at Wooster. One of the notable characteristics to which
Michael tried to adjust was the rampant apathy festering about the campus. Finally, though, Michael
decided that he just did not care about the apathy of people at Wooster since he found them to be (for
the most part) soulless wastes of flesh and hair. Another aspect of life at this college which deeply
affected Michael's decision to leave was the grotesque, blatancy of mass- - mindedness. Michael
discovered that even he had limits (incredibly high limits, however) in his ability to tolerate
fundamental anu-intellectoali- sm. --
He finally concluded that since the state of conformity at this college is hopelessly unchangeable, it
would be best if he simply left the horde to itself while he departed like some alienated character from
a Salinger novel, to seek his fortune among the more gifted.
Mason agreed almost completely with Michael on many of these points, although he feels that he may
be able to change some of the disappointing traits of the community during the remainder of his four
year tenure (or should we say sentence) here. Clinging to his belief that he, with the aid of a few others.
does in fact have a chance to encourage free thought among the rabble. Mason chose not to transfer.
Whether he will be successful still remains to be seen, although Michael is betting against him (and the
odds are well in the favour of Michael).
In parting, the two gracious and generous writers would like to offer you. the common people, a finale
opportunity to see into their personalities. Here, for your perusal is the final chapter of "Veritas;" the
end of the Dialogue:
-- MASON: Michael, this is it. Despite the fact that I was frustrated many times on this campus, not
only with social activities but also in the classroom, with regards to my fellow students, I still think
this has been a good year.
MICHAEL: I will agree with you that this has been a good year, but only because my use of the
College of Wooster as a springboard to propel me towards Oberlin (and my real education) was
successful. I think that I was not drastically disappointed only because I expected nothing of what you
call "your fellow students."
MASON: That does not surprise me. Nevertheless, I think that by writing the abrasive and
provocative articles which we did, we were able to draw a good deal of attention to issues on this
campus that must be addressed.
MICHAEL: Gee. I'm so glad you feel that war. I enjoyed being published, primarily because it
pissed people off. Of course, their reactions were almost as dull as had been expected, but it was fun
anyway.
MASON: After addressing Conformity, Apathy. Misinterpretation. Local Hostility, Campus Van
dalism.
MICHAEL: Don't forget the important one: Smokiag.
MASON: Oh, yes. How could I forget? After addressing these issues. I am curious as to what .
experiences at Wooster you will take to Oberlin and beyond (if any).
MICHAEL: Do you meaa good experiences? I have to say that I will always treasure this one year
I have had to spend ia such a quaint little burg. But seriously, apart from a greater knowledge of how
the average person operates (which was demonstrated to me countless times). I will try to clear the
enure traumatic experience, from my mind.
-- MASON: I will be here next year and I will be writiag for the Voice (applause), but I would like to
know if there is any last statement you would like to address to the Wooster community.
MICHAEL: Honestly. I do not think the majority of the Wooster community is worthy of hearing(or reading, as the case may be) my opinions and suggestions, but there are a couple of things I would
ike to say. I think that one of your responsibilities while staying here is to take any incoming freshman
with potential tinder your wing and either teach them how to think or convince them to transfer. And
finally, to the students and community of the College of Wooster I would like to ask that, in the future.
if I ever happen to fill my tank at a gas station where you are working, please remind me NOT to tip
you. (EXEUNT OMNES)
Auidl Lsnmg Syme
1.-0-4 a.m. Wednesday, April 29.
There's a strange tension in
the air tonight Late returns show
that Bill Clinton and George
Bush have won big in the Quaker
State and all but clinched their
respective nominations.
'The jury was deadlocked for
the sixth straight day in the
Rodney King beating trial and
the Buffalo Civil Defense force
has finally managed to reclaim JEREMIAH JENNE
their city from the Nazis, the birchers. and other various Christian
terrorist organizations. The era of the weird is upon us.
Time to face the music I'm a junkie, a political freak,
doomed by a year of constant street fighting against the wild-eye- d
forces of both the left and the right. I came here as a die-har- d liberal
prepared to do battle against the forces of injustice and
inequality ...but alas it was not to be. A new recruit who reported for
duty and found that all the generals had long ago gone wiggy on
opium, sex. and cheap gin. If First Year Seminar taught me
anything, it was that the hacks, doomfreaks. and demagogues of the
left are just as bad. and probably worse, than those on the right
But the problem does not end there. In this institution you can
be subject to disciplinary action for the words you use, the decora-
tions in your room, and yes, the views you represent Sometimes to
"Remember, the emperor wasn't ugly because he
was naked, the ugliness started when
someone naively pointed it out
the most heinous extreme.
"A student was found guilty of sexual assault in a January IS.
1991 Judicial Board hearing and was barred from campusfor one
week. .,
Ten days later, on January 25. another student was found guilty
of using racial slurs and was suspended from campus until the end
of the semester." The Wooster Voice. February 28, 1992)
I think I'll let that little nugget speak for itself and hope that the
right people are listening. President Copeland? Can you hear me?
Remember, the emperor wasn't ugly because he was naked, the
ugliness started when someone naively pointed it out
Don't get me wrong, I like Wooster and I agree with its
philosophy and its intentions 100, but I swear the irony of it all is
almost Orwellian at times. In the book Animal Farm, the animals
rebel against the system in order to free themselves from the
oppression they suffered under human control. The twist is, of
course, that the society they set up eventually becomes just as
oppressive as the one from which they had originally escaped.
The College of Wooster needs to take a step back and gain
perspective. They need to focus on positive forces of change and
mutual understanding. Programs such as Africa Week and Interna-
tional Week, the Diversity Conference, a more balanced and intel-
lectually challenging First Year Seminar and First Year Forum
Program, and more courses about other cultural areas such as Asia
and Latin America as well as courses on Europe, North America.'
and Africa. We need to escape from inadequate conscience-sbbther- s
like "speech codes", black studies requirements (why just black
why not Asian or Hispanic?), name-callin- g and newspaper-stealin- g.
-
. ,
-
But. then again, what the hell. I'm just another know-it-a- ll first-ye- ar
White male what the do I know? Nobody who is in any kind
of position to change anything around here is going to listen to me.
Tis the nature of the beast and we might as well learn to deal with
it because it's gonna be with us for a long, long time-- or at least
until graduation, 1995.
It's been a weird year but I'm kind of glad its over. I m tired of
fighting and the scotch is finally all gone. May the four winds blow
you safely home. See ya next year.
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C CHASE WALKER
The guy who sold me the stuff told roe it was powerful
and warned rne of flashbacks "Watch outman,"he told rne,
"it's strong shit and it mightjust lurk in your brain in some
corridor thatyou don't even know exists. Waiting for the
right moment" his eyes grew fantastic and I believe I
actually saw fear in them, "to unleash the horror."
But that was three years ago and I had forgotten about it.
Three years ago were much simpler times: spring was
spring and the seniors were torn between excitement to get
into the real world, and sorrow for leaving college behind.
There were parties, and people weren't looking over their
shoulder to see if somebody was watching them. But that
was then and I'm left in the position of that weird dude in
The Lorax - the guy who only lets us see his arms; a sort of
older and wiser person left over from yesterday warning the
youth of what's happened, and what lurks around the
corner.
You see that's what it was -- 1 was cutting through the
bushes outside of Babcock when it happened just like the
guy said it would. I came around the comer and I felt a
branch tearmy shirt Otherbranches were needling roe and .
I looked upand the leaves swelled, men started toblock out
the sun.
"No snakes, oh God please don't let there be snakes," I
whispered and opened my eyes. And before I knew it I was
deep into a full blown flashback: sort of an active deja vu.
It was dark so I followed the voices. They were singing. It
sounded like they were singing "Regulation Uber Alles,"
but before I could be sure.1 heard the voice.
It was demonic, something expelled from the bowels of
history, back and weirder than ever. It was Germanic and I
heard her say," Vith ze implementation ofze new housing
policy, our plan, she is undervay. Und ve vill have rid
ourselves of ze off campus swine. Ve vill build two new
dorms in ze place ofze college street houses. Ve vill have
RA'son every floor und zervill be no smoking or drinking.
Ve vill have ze perfect society. Money, control, money,
CONTROL, " her voice trembled as it reached higher and
higher pitches and I could hear voices chiming in around
her. Laughing. One guy sounded like that bald guy who
used to do the 7-- Up commercials.
"Silence," she commanded.
"Jahwohl Eva," I heard heels click as the heels of hard
leather boots snapped together, and a whoosh as hands sung
quickly through the air.
"Ze fools, if zey only knew what zey are losing."
Like a mad dog I ran, to the sanctuary of the Oak Grove
and I huddled beneath a tree until it wore offand I could see
again. The cigarette relaxed me and I started to walk
around, slowly, like a young horse on its new legs.
"YouTThe vokttbooniedandlfeltthegloved hand grab
my shoulder from the tree I hadjust passed. The voice was
deep, like a well of old muddy water and it came from the,.
giaiiL'nioldng isnctpennined." He pinched a gag .'
flower and soaked me with warm saliiva until my cigarette
fiizled.
.
' " ; ;
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"Aren't you short on credits?" The clowns voice was
method fra'. and his painted face twisted with hate and
terror as he spoke. "We'll keep you here another year,
although you'rcorihyonetruofacreditrindHisvok
rose, arid his huge body leaned back as he laughed I could
see the orange tufts ofhair and die big red nose shake then,
disappear as he leaned back with laughter. "You 're the one
this yea-,- " he howled, "you're the one we're gonna keep for
ever."
When I opened my eyes it was all gone. "I gotta get some
help man," I thought and I didn't care if it would go on my
record. So I stole over to security, whipping my head
around to see if I was being followed.
There's that after hours bell at Hygea, and it gave me
a shock when I pushed it Nobody came, so I walked
around back and tried looking through the windows.
"No more, oh yes, no, no, please use it." God it was
weird, it kept coming in waves and this one was a big.
"Count it, count it, " The voice was snake-lik-e and il
hissed over the people at the table. They were bent over
counting the money. "Is zatall from ze library?" I felt my
skin crawl as the voice lisped on in the deep breaths.
"Vaster," il commanded and I saw where it came from.
"I closed my eyes and... " No it's not real, not real,
deal!"
It came from the man in theknee high rubber boots, that
bore a weird resemblance to the leather ones Colonel
Klink wore on Hogan's Heroes. His pimply legs strutted
around and he carried a riding crop that he pounded into
hispalm,and9ometinontothehcadofthetwopeopte
at the table. " Zat is it?" He wanted more." Und from ze
parking fines.--
"
I heard the one of the poor fools at die
tablemumblesomethingthenhebrokedownandsobbed. '
Then the voice screamed with pleasure. "You know
what zat means Ze Wheel!" Two guys dressed in
brownshirts ushered in a sparkly. guttering wheel mat
would make Vanna White cringe with jealousy.
"No, no. Not the wheel, NOT THE WHEEL!" they
screamed. It had sections labeled on it with sadistic, evil
things; cat o. nine tails, butt-brandin- g, date with Tun
Perely, and other tortuous things. I made a move to get
away. The
.
head guy heard me and his pencil, thin
mustache stood on end.
"Intruder, Intruder," his voice hissed, loud like an
alarm. I had to set out
I ran, past the rottweiler cage behind Lowry, dodging
the spotlight from the smokestack. "It's not real, it's not
.
real.
"Don't worry," I told myself, "It's not real, I'm in
Wooster."
But you should worry. It's happening right here, in the
middle of nowhere, at our college. They want you on
campus, they want to read your mail, they want to tell you
where you can smoke, park, drink, and what you can or
cannot say . And most ofall they want your money. That's
half of what this whole housing thing is, money. You've
got it, they want it. But the other half of the deal is that
when your payin' out the ass, they're sticking it to you.
The question is, what are you gomg to do about it? I can't
believe what is going on this campus, that the administra-
tion is actually regulating our lives like this. They're
implementing programs right now that will further con-
trol our years here and will regulate those of future
Wooster students to come. Does it sound atall familiar to
you - what with telling us where we can or cannot live,
opening our mafl if it is "suspicious" telling us what is
okay to say? 1935? .
I'mleavmg,andjustmtime.NeW,everwouUIhave
chosen this school had I known what regulations lay
ahead. I give this school right yean before it really sucks
and the students are all herded on campus and live in ivory
towers named after whoever paid the most money. It's
incredible and its happening right under our noses.
So I encourage everyone to go up lo an administrator
and ask, "What the hell are you doing to my school?"
That's right it's our school, so what are you going to do
about it?
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MELISSA LAKE
Voice Suff Writer
It's the last day of classes.
We're another year older, and
hopefully, wiser. We're one step
closer to being oat of school and
getting into the "real world".
There are a number of students,
however, here at COW who have
already been in that world and
have returned to college.
For Margaret Meeker. '92.
this return was spurred by the
realization that it is "very hard
for a single woman without a
college education to find a se-
cure job." Meeker is an English
major and is getting her elemen-
tary education certification. She
had held a number of secretarial
and sales jobs after graduating
from high school, but was dis-
satisfied with the fact that she
wasn't doing "interesting
things." She decided to come
back to school to get a degree
that would enable her to do "posi-
tive things" instead of being
stuck in the dog-eat-d- og world
of business. Meeker resides in
Babcock HalL
. Debbie Riggle was is a dif-
ferent situation. She earned a
1
tadeefe
bachelor's degree in Sociology
at St. Joseph's College in Indi-
ana. She worked as a counselor
at Wayne County Human Ser-
vices Center for a few years, but
stopped working to have chil-
dren. When her youngest child
entered school, she wanted to go
back to work, but not to counsel-
ing. She decided to come to
Wooster to earn her elementary
education certification.
Curt Meinecke also already
held a Bachelor's Degree when
he enrolled in college again.
Meinecke graduated from
Wooster in 19S9 with a degree
in Economics.
After graduation. Meinecke
worked in an advertising agency
in Columbus as an associate ac-
count executive. Through this
agency, he heard about a job in
Boston, so he moved east,
: The Boston job fell through
however, and Meinecke was left
without a job and no money to
get back to Ohio.' He got the
idea to work in a hospital from
"watching St. Elsewhere on T.V.
every night at twelve o'clock."
He got a job in a hospital emer-
gency room and liked it so much.
fitty Attract 6Not--
to Wooster
he decided to go to medical
school. He decided to return to
Wooster to take the science
classes needed to be eligible.
Some may wonder why these
people chose Wooster, a small
school in the middle of nowhere.
Size, however, was a plus for
Meeker. She chose Wooster for
the "individual help and support"
that is not available at larger
schools. She feels Wooster is a
close-kn- it community in which
she has found her niche.
Riggle was attracted to
Wooster because of the flexibil-
ity. The administration and fac-
ulty were "easy to deal with". "I
looked at Ashland and Akron,
but Wooster offered a better
program for certification", she
explained.
Since Debbie is not a full-ti- me
student, she does not do
arena registration. Her normal
class load is two courses per se-
mester and she has to add these
classes on the first day of school.
She says that all of her profes-
sors have been very cooperative
in working with her.
Meinecke felt Wooster was
also very cooperative. He needed
approval for a Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan and the other schools
be had applied to rejected his
loan. Wooster accepted it and
was willing to make exceptions
for his special needs.
The first year of college is al-
ways an adjustment. The adjust-
ment is a little different, though,
when you're not 18 like all the
other first-year- s.
For Meeker, the biggest shock
was learning to organize her
lime. She chose to live in the
dorms "to be a part of the cam-
pus". She explained, "I --wanted
the atmosphere of the dorms and
I didn't want the responsibility
of an apartment." She did feel a J
little awkward her first-yea- r.
"Everyone seemed so young,
but after going to school with
these people for four years, the
gap is much smaller." The one
remaining drawback - the social
life. Margaret explains, "I was
used to being in a city where
there were museums and other
cultural events. I've also kind
of given up dating for now."
" Meinecke also feels this is a
negative aspect of Wooster. As
he explained. The greatest ben-
efit of Wooster is also its great-
est drawback - no distractions."
He says he has not really had as
big of an adjustment to school
as he did the first time. Since he
plans to go to medical school, he
is much more focused on his
work. Another difference be
notes is in his living arrange-
ments. He chose to live off-camp- us,
explaining. I can ad-
just to college again, but not
dorm life."
Riggle lives with her husband
and three children, so she did
not have to adjust to dorm life.
She says, "Nobody paid much
attention to me first semester.
Second semester, I bad classes
with mostly the same people, so
they got used to seeing me.
Now I've made some really good
friends." Riggle too has to organize
her time strictly. Besides taking
classes, caring for her children and
her house,
Riggle is a youth group leader at
St Mary's school and sings with a
group at local nursing homes. "I
think my kids lose out the most. I
don't always have time to help mem
with their homework when I'm do-
ing my own."
The one piece of advice these
students offer - enjoy it while you
can. School is a "luxury" according
to Meeker. "You can skip classes,
and you don't have to call in a
replacement", she explains.
Riggle echoes this sentiment.
"In school, you're only responsible
for yourself."
Adds Meinecke. T realize now
being in Wooster is pretty cushy."
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ish in Baltimore for two years,
and went on to get his Masters
degree in Administration. Plan-
ning, and Social Policy at the
Harvard Graduate School of Edu-
cation. It was in the fall of 1989
when he joined the Dean's staff
of the College of Woooster that
Citron started his first full-tim- e
job in higher education. He
brought with him a vast array of
experiences, just right for a small
liberal-art- s college.
.
When asked about the first
thing he had to learn to do when
moving from the east coast to
Wooster. he replied. "I had to
slow down a little bit because I
was used to running around in a
hurry and getting things done
without stopping to say 'hi to
people, but everyone here was
so friendly and always stopped
to talk, and I figured if I wanted
to survive on this campus I had
to slow down myself, and take
things a little slower."
Being the prankster that he is.
be likes to joke around with
people and manages to keep his
sense of humor even on the most
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Adios, Jim! - Ottroim Departs to Eaunni PlhuB.
DEVINKA ABEYSINGHE
Special to the Voice
Jimbo alias Jimborama alias
Citrus alias Jimster alias... if any-
one has a zillion pseudonyms on
this campus, it's Jim Citron, the
little gut so many of us have
come to know and like in the
past few years. For those of you
who need a little enlightening as
to who this character might be,
he's the Director of International
Student Affairs, director of
Babcock Hall. Adjunct Instruc-
tor in Spanish, director and ini-
tiator of the Wooster in Mexico
program, and advisor to the In-
ternational Student Association-an- d
Leader Education and Dev-
elopment-After
three years. Citron will
be leaving Wooster to pursue his
.
Ph.D. in Educational Linguis-
tics at the University of Penn-
sylvania. Citron comes from
Westchester County, New York.
Upon graduating from
Dartmouth College in New
Hampshire with a Bachelor's
degree in psychology and Span-
ish, he taught high school Span
t-.- e. ohr fi'-'- H ATfin.- - to
trying days. He finds dealing
with different people from all
walks of life to be one of the
most exciting experiences in his
life.
Citron has certainly come
across a variety of people with
different backgrounds in the
short span of three years that he
has been in Wooster.
His position as Director of In-
ternational Student Affairs has
helped him come in contact with
students from over 30 countries,
and according to him. "Interna-
tional students are some of the
most interesting and exciting to
meet."
As adjunct Instructor in Span-
ish. Citron has taught 101 and
102 at the College. Although he
expect a great deal from his stu-
dents, he tried to create a fun
environment for them. Putting
on skits in Spanish, climbing on
desks, acting, and celebrating
special holidays such as Hallow-
een by dressing up and doing
presentations were some of the
nontraditional ways in which he
has made his classes different.
Mints' am fiwi f jte
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"I've enjoyed watching how
much my students learned, and
I'm proud of them."
Wooster in Mexico has also
been a rewarding experience for
Citron and the program's par-
ticipants.
Says Amanda Berneking '92,
"The program was fantastic and
it was a great experience. I defi-
nitely encourage others to
go... Citron was excellent and
couldn't have been better at
coordinating the program." To
Citron, Wooster in Mexico was
something that he "loved most,
because it was a totally different
experience, away from the usual
college routine."
Looking back at what he liked
and disliked about his years at
Wooster, Citron mentioned that
he liked advising and counsel-
ing people on "a lot of issues,
such as cultural adjustment, and
talking tp people about issues
that are important in their lives."
Assisting in orientation for new
international students was "the
most exciting time of the year,
meeting new people from the
-ly. IL
S ot) o aw
time they are picked up at the
airport to the time they are settled
in their respective dorms."
Citron also mentioned a diffi-
cult time: Dean's hearings for
judicial cases. He also found it
rather difficult to carry out some
of the more "disciplinary respon-
sibilities of residential life like
having to enforce the alcohol
policy."
Citron introduced many cross-cultural- ly
oriented programs
such as Cold Water Fears, Ex-
pectations, and Cultural Read-
justment. One wonders as to
how this busy man manages to
get through a full day of ap-
pointments, RA meetings, dorm
meetings, and classes, and keep
his sense of humor.
"You'll be surprised what one
can do when one has tot" He also
insists that he "wouldn't trade
my experience at Wooster for
anything!"
Having to say good-by- e to ev-
eryone at Wooster is the hardest
part of leaving, he says.
"If we don't say good-by- e, we
can never meet again!"
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Clockwise (from top left):
1) Uplifting experience for
TaniAlibekoff
2) Krista Hick-s-Yes, a
3) Our excellent IS adven
ture-Tha-
nks Matt Dflyard
4) Andrew Shultz prepares
for takeoff
5) John Toninson gives the
perfect Heisman
6) Alan Banda uses his bead
7) Scott Meech is thankful for
deodorant
8) It glwavs rains on the Scot
Band.
The Photo Editor and Chief Photographer of The Wooster
Voice would like to convey their gratitude and appreciation to
the following people who made. Voice photography so great
over the last four years.
Bob Rodda, Steve Plant, John Plummer, John Finn, Jeff
Hanna, Lois Hauser, Ian Lockwood, Marc Smith and the rest
ofthe Voice Staff, Josh Fagans, Paul Borden, Diana Cushman,
and most importantly, our mentor and friend Matt Dilyard.
Also thanks to the campus for all the great photo opportuni-
ties. We appreciate it. It has been fun--.
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FRIDAY, MAY 1
Come to the last Happy How
of the schcol year at the Under-
ground from 3 to 7 pjnj
Come see Rep Mia at S
pjn. at the Underground!
SATURDAY, MAY 2
Robin Williams and Jeff
Bridges star in The Fisher King
at 7JO pjn. and again at 10 pjn.
in Viateer for SI.
SUNDAY, MAY 3
Come and please touch the
artwork atToocning Stories an
exhibition of mixed media,
narrative sculptures and art
quilts designed lo be touched by
the blind and visually impaired
by Wooszer alum Susan Shie!
Touching Stories will be
displayed at the Wayne Center
for the Arts (downtown
Wooster)
SENIOR WEEKEND
ACTIVITIES
FRIDAY, MAY 8
Hear Texas Tea play at the
Underground from 10 pjn. lo 2
a-m.--
5.75
The Senior Weekend Caaoe
Trip departs from the front of
Lowry Center at 11 am. and will
return at 3 pjn.! The group rate
is S&50 per person and there are
28 spots available so sign up
soon!
TV Senior Spotlight
Showcase featuring Mike
Rayburn b from 9 to 1 1 pjn. at
Mom's Truck Stop. Bring your
parents and relatives and eat the
free soda and snacks! Scot
Laaes will also be open from 9
to 1 1 p.m. for billiards, bowling
and ping-pon- g!
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Final Spotlight Showcase
Welcomes Class of '92
w
7,
X
TP '
GCTAJtOTvocAUST Mia RxnuiN wnx fiay at the iast Sfotught Show-
case OF THE ACADEMIC YEAft. Tim SHOW WILL BEGIN AT 9:00 P.M. IN MOMS, AND
ALL SeNXOKS AMD THEZX KELATTVES AXE tNVTTED.
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
Next Saturday night. May 9, will
feature the last SpeightShowcase of
the academic year.
The show on May 9 will be spe-
cially presented to this year's graduat-
ing Seniors, their parents and rela--,
nves for one hst outing before Com-
mencement.
Performing will be
' tst Mike Ray burn. His show fea- -
tures both a comic charm and
phenomenal guitar playing from'
V. 7
a man who was recently endorsed
by Taylor Guitars, one of the top
acoustic guitar manufacturers in
the world.
Rayburn covers popular tunes
by such artists as Jim Croce,
Billy Joel, and Harry Chapin.
His background also includes a
degree in-- classical guitar from
James Madison University,
which enables his playlist to in-
clude songs from both classical
and pop music, a broad range
from Bach to Bon JovL
0
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Soot-Ban- d Seniors
Piay For Kinsil linje
at Craiimmmiifint
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Lmma Shouha (92) wnx be reATURED with the Soot Band at thb College of
WCOJTE CoftOfENCEUENT CONCERT NEXT SUNDAY, MAY 10 AT 8:15 TM. IN
McG aw Chapel. Photo iy News Services
5HAWN PERRY
AAE Editor
The College of Wooster Scot
. Symphonic Band will perform
its annual Commencement Con-
cert next Sunday, May 10. The
concert, which is free and open
to the public, will be held in
McGaw Chapel beginning at
8:15 p.m.
For several of the band mem-
bers, this will be their final con-
cert at Wooster with the Scot
Band. Nancy Ditmer, conductor
of the Scot Band, says that "we're
not only losing some very dedi-
cated band members, but also
some fine Wooster students."
- The graduating band members
are as follows: Allie Kulow
(flute). Susan Cressman (flute),
Beth .Hahne (flute), Laura
Shouha' (oboe), Nancy Cook
(clarinet). Jennifer Shauf (clari-
net), Lori McNeely (bass clari-
net). Jerrold Miller (trumpet).
Becky Dougan (horn). Anne
Lewellea (euphonium), and Col-
leen McFarland (bagpipes).
The concert will feature Se-
nior Laura Shouha, on oboe, in
James Barnes' "Autumn Solilo-
quy." The program also includes
Jacques Offenbach's Overture to
Orpheus in the Underworld,
Gustav Hoist's "Second Suite in
F," and "Elsa's Procession to the
Cathedral" from Richard
Wagner's Lohengrin.
Also featured will be a number of
marches as well as the traditional
"Music from Scotland" and "Amaz-
ing Grace," featuring the Scot pip-
ers, dancers and drummers.
Wayne Center for the Arts
Presents Unique Art Exhibit
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
Wayne Center for the Arts will
feature Touching Stories, an ex-
hibition of mixed media consist-
ing of narrative pieces and art
quilts designed for the apprecia-
tion of the blind and visionally
impaired.
The exhibit encourages people
to touch and feel the highly tex-
tured art pieces. The show con-
sists often highly talented Ohio
artists who worked with several
personal themes and narratives
to create the original pieces.
The opening reception for the
show will take place this Sun-
day, May 3. at 2:30 p.m. to 5:00
pjn. at the Wayne Center for the
Arts on South Walnut Street in
Wooster.
The Center's main hours are
Monday-Frida- y from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. and Saturday 9 a.m. to 12
noon. Admission is free. The
exhibit will continue until June
24, after which it will travel to
various other art museums
around the country.
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WOMFN'S LACROSSE
Lady Scofe
CARISSA CONNER
Voice Sports Writer
The Women's Lacrosse team
began winding down the 1992
season this week when they
played the last two home fames
of the year.
On Saturday, the Lady Scots
hosted and dropped the game to
the Earlham Quakers 8-1- 5.
Wooster Martha Lange '92,
Meg Wood '95 and Shannon
Burke 93 each went to goal early
in the game to put the Lady Scots
in the lead 3-- 0.
The Quakers began to put
things together and scored six
goals before Wooster's Burke
could score again. While
Wooster struggled. Earlham
showed no signs of letting up
and scored once more with just
40 seconds left in the half.
The Lady Scots continued to
battle the Quakers but could only
muster four goals in the second
half and allowed Earlham eight
more.
Despite the work of Cathy
Hansen '93 and Delia Hoye 94
who led the midfield in ground
ball control. Wooster continued
to make too many turnover er-
rors. Burke scored another goal
which was followed by two more
from Wood and one from Tammy
Barnes 93. but Earlham contin-
ued to go to goal and handed the
Lady Scots another loss.
On Wednesday. Wooster
hosted Ohio Wesleyan and de-
spite another strong start,
dropped to the Bishops 9-1- 7.
Wooster's Barnes and Burke
started the scoring with a goal
each, then after a Bishop goal.
Burke and Lange each went to
goaL Lange suggested that the
Lady Scots "caught them off
guard" with sach a strong start.
But with plenty of time left in
the half. Ohio Wesleyan turned
on the shooting and scored five
goals in just over three minutes.
. Lange and Barnes each scored
again to bring Wooster's goals
to 6 before the half, but in the
meantime, the Bishops had
racked op 12 of their own.
Injury and illness has plagued
the Lady Scots from the begin-
ning of the season, but now with-
out Hannah Gnggengeim '94 and
Katie Howard '94, Wooster
seems to straggle to put success-
ful plays together.
In the second half, three goals
from Wood put Wooster within
Dfrap Amcter Ggros
5L '
(
Co-CAFTA- IN MAKTHA LaNOB 92 FDLES A SHOT OFT IN THE LADY SCOTS
GAME AGAINST DPCSON LAST SaTUKDAY. PHOTO BY MH3 PhWEa.
jest three goals of the Bishops.
Defensively, the Lady Scots
held Ohio Wesleyan scoreless
for more than 20 minutes into
the second half. When the Bish-
ops finally got through the ex-
hausted Wooster defense they set
up plays that earned them five
more goals before the end of the
game.
The last home game of the sea-
son was also the last home game
for senior co-capt- ain Martha
Lange. and although the team
dropped to 2-- 1 1 overall and 2-- 9
in the NCAC . it gave Lange the
opportunity to score the two
goals she needed to become the
Wooster's second all-ti- me lead-
ing goal scorer.
Hopefully Lange will be able
to overlook some of the season's
disappointments now that she has
worked her way to second in
goals and assists.
Lange. who was recently
named to the Midwest National
First Team, boasts 124 career
goals and 33 career assists.
A ''K 'A
1
While the record reveals a
rough and disappointing season
for the Lady Scots, proof of some
of the team's talent can be seen
in the selection of five Wooster
players to the Midwest National
teams. Joining Lange on the First
Team, are Laura Slingluff '93.
Shannon Burke and Meg Wood;
also, first-ye- ar Robyn Drothler
was selected to the Second Team.
This weekend, the Lady Scots
will wrap up the season when
they travel to Oberlia on Satur-
day.
IMUD)
TRACK h. FIELD
Scots Head to Granville
AfterPounding John Carroll
DANHAWES
Voice Sports Writer
Last Friday the Flying Scot track
team traveled to John Qtrrofl to give
them their yearry pounding.
The menwon by twenty-- f borpoints
and the women by thirty-si- x. Many
pleasant surprises and consistent per-
formances prove the Scots are ready
for this weekend at Denison, sight of
the NCAC Championships.
Since the women won by more
points and are obviously the better
learn, well start with them.
Krista Hicks 93 andTammy Berger
"93 tied in the long imp at 15 9 V2" .
Betgti prevailed over Hicks in the triple
jump to win with a hop of3 1 1 1".
One of the afore mentioned
surprizes was field events captain
Janeue Link 92 in the 400m wiraang
m sixty three seconds
Wooster dominated the 800m win-
ning first through third with Nicole
Podgomy 92 (7-7- ? 5), Marcy Hunt
94 (2233) and Marya Cross 92
(2-2- 4 j4) all ran PR's for the season.
SusanLouis 92 walkedallover the
3000m field winning by eighteen sec-
onds with a 11:17.24.
Anna Scherzer 92 was even more
ruthless winning by over a minuet in
the 5000m with a time of 18:49.
Shannon O'Neill 94 and Clair
Roberts 94 got one and two, respec-tiver- y,
in the hundred and two hun-dredmeterdashes(yawnXTfaissop- tio-more
due seems primed and ready to
go this weekend, Roberts running die
400m instead of the 1 00m to increase
point gettage.
The men's team also enjoyed John
Carroll's new track winning every
sprint event and jumping event.
Wooster winning first through fourth
in the longjump with Mark Marando
TRAVEL WITH
FLAIR
346 E. Bowman St
Wooster, Ohio
44691
216-264-65- 05
800-347-65- 05
92 (224). Brian Gallagher 93
(20T7. Make Hunter 94 (19'10")
and Eric Dyrhsea93 (19'T) respec-trvel- y.
Pete Hourigan 93 and Dyrhsen
won first and second respectively in
the triple jump. After his PR 4J 3"
jump two weeks ago at All-Ohi- o.
GaQagberisraTUhinlmtheNCAC
Fran David 95 won the javelin by
ten feet with a 1432" toss.
Marando was also active on the
strait away anchoring the 400m relay
team with a come from behind victory
and a win in the 100m dash. Marando
is currently ranked first in the long
jump m the NCACand looks forward
to his nearest competitor Stanley
Drayton 92 from Allegheny today.
The Scots swept the 200m with
PeteSalverda 95 (23.06), Dan Hawes
95 (23.4), Marando (23.47). and Dan
Dickey 93 (23.7).
Salverdabroke the fifty secondbar-
rier m the 400m dash winning with a
49.94 with Dickey rigrabebindwitha
PR 50A Salverda is currently ranked
number one for active runners in the
NCAC for the 400m dash and second
in the 400m hurdles. Salverda will
face ahost ofAllegheny football play-
ers today and leave them wishing it
was football season.
The 5000m run was one of the best
races of the day wuhsu runners within
ten seconds of each other after three
pn'W, Wooster can claim four of
those top six with Adam Myers 94
leading the way with a second place
performance of 15:48. DaveStouffer
94 finished fourth in 1 5:57, JeffBeck
92 in fifth 15:58 and Wheeler
Spankhng in sixth at 15:58.1.
As you read this, NCAC track ath-
letes are in Granville laying it on the
track, giving it men all for the sake of
their school.
Within walking distance
DISCOUNTED INTERNATIONAL
AIRFARE AND STUDENT
I.D. CARDS AVAILABLE.
Their back!
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Jay TfeRXY 92 fires sidearm during the Soots 8--0 victory over Capital April 24.
DINO DISANTO
Assistant Sports Editor
After a slow start in March the
Fighting Scots baseball team has fi-
nally put themselves in position for
a regional berth.
"Who would have thought we'd
be in this position a month ago," said
bead coach Tim PettorinL
The Scots regional hopes lie in the
hands of the weather, as they have
year ending four game series with
Oberiin, and the selection commit-
tee. The Scots will be competing
with five other teams for the final
three spots as Marietta has virtually
clinched a spot in the regionals with
an impressive 3 1- -3 recordandaOAC
Championship.
Ohio Wesleyan also has put them---
serves m good position foraregional
' bid with a 27-- 8 record along with the
regular season NCAC crown.
The other teams in competioo are
Rose Hullmen (23-- 7) out of Indiana.
Muskingum (20-1-5) out of the OAC
and Wittenberg (17-12),a- nd Allegh-
eny (18-11-).
The Scots long drive back was
capped with a 6-- 4 victory over
Kenyon, Wednesday. The Scots
were lead by Chris Cingolani 92
who hit a lowering two run bomerun
in the seventh inning to lift the Scots
over Kenyon.
The win was the Scots 13 in their
last 17 games.
The win gave the Scots a 20-15--1
overall record and a 8-7- -1 confer-
ence mark.
The Scots are currently in fifth
place in the conference behind Ohio
Wesleyan (20-2-), Wittenberg (10-6-),
Allegheny (8-6- ), and Dennison
(8-6- ). -
.
; :
. .
Tf we can play this weekend and
win, we could move up one maybe
even two spots because Allegheny
and Wittenberg play this weekend,"
said PettorinL
. Last weekend though was when
the Scots made their big move by
going 5-- 1 including 3-- 1 against Al-
legheny.
The weekend started with a sweep
of the Crusaders of Capital on Fri-
day, which avenged a 6--3 loss earlier
in the year to them.
The Scots pounded the Crusaders
8--3 and 8-- 0. JohnRamsier 93 started
the first game and Mark Burge '94
relieved him. Burge picked up his
first career win at Wooster by pitch-
ing two innings of scoreless ball. ' .
The second game saw Jay Terry
92 throwfivestrong innings in help-
ing to shut down the Crusader for the
win. Jim Campbell 95 relieved
Terry in the sixth inning and helped
preserve the Scots second shutout of
the year.
The Scots won their sixth strait
game when Gerry Sagerman '92
picked up his eighth win of the year,
8--7 over Allegheny in the first game
of the four game series on Saturday.
The Scots pulled off the victory in
the bottom of the seventh. The Scots
loaded the bases with an Erik Hagen
single and two walks the first by
Cingolani then Matt Palm 95 fol-
lowed suit Matt Burdette 92 then
coaxed a base loaded walk to give
Voice
Photo by News Services.
the Scots the victory.
Wooster swept the first double-head- er
when Jeff Woller '92 won his
first game of the year 10-- 0.
Trie Scots pounded the Gators with
16 hits including a six run third in-
ning. The Scots eight game winning
streakcame to an end, Sunday, when
they squandered a 4--1 lead to loose
7-- 4 in the top of the seventh inning.
The Gators parlayed six singles, a
walk and a sacrifice into six runs
giving the Gators Dean Patterson the
lone Allegheny win of the series.
The Scots bounced back to win
the series with a 9-- 3 victory over the
Gators. The Scots struggled early
butjumped on the Gators with timely
hitting and great pitching.
Ramsier, pitching ononly two days
rest, went the distance as he pitched
seven innings for his fourth win of
the year. Ramsier struggled early
with his control in the first iming as
he gave up two runs. He found his
control though as his breaking ball
started to fall in for strikes. '
"John (Ramsier) was just to tight
to start the game" said PettorinL
"He's notgoing tooverpower any-
body. He doesn't have to throw
ninety mph's fastballs to win."
After falling behind 2-- 0 in the top
of the first, the Scots came back in
the bottom part of the first as John
Tomlinson hit the first pitch over the
left centerfeild wall for his first
bomerun of the year and cut the
Gators lead to 2-- 1.
Wooster put logger a six run third
inning in the finale to give them a 9--3
victory and the series 3-- 1.
I
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COMMENTARY
a Pawn of
Perception
Continued from page 22
the disease's stigma, the end journalists serve the public by reporting news,
nothiding iL By sharing rus story, Arthiir Ashe arl his famUyare free ofa
weight In the days ahead, they will help us beoer understand AIDS and how
to defeat iL Then some good will have come from all this."
Media veteran Betsy Dimberger concurred in defending the freedom of the
press: "Journalism is a fragile art. You can't pick and choose what is palatable
or comfortable to your readers. You have to choose what is important, what is
a reflection of the world you live in, with all of its plusses and minuses. That's
a journalist's job: to explain, to illustrate, to guide, to make clear and to
enlighten. Add something to life. Don't hide from life."
Ashe himself wrote a column in the Washington Post on April 1 Z In it he
explained his side of the situation, which included defending his rights to
privacy: "I know there are trade-off- s in life. I understand that the press has a
watchdog role in the maintenance of our freedoms and to expose corruption.
But the process whereby news organizations make distinctions seems more an
art than science. I wasn't then, and am not now, comfortable with being
sacrificed for the sake of the 'public's right to know.' Doctors, lawyers, and
journalists have gone to jail rather than expose a client without his or her
permission. Perhaps sportswriters organizations should take another look at
the currently accepted rationale for making these decisions."
A similar occurrence took place at the College earlier this year. The Voice
pruned an article on unwanted pregnancies, using as an example a student who
gave birth to her child in a dormitory bathroom. Soon after its release the
campus argued, as it still does, about whether the story was an invasion of the
student's privacy or an excercise in the freedom of the press.
The debate will continue. The two sides will bickertonoend Where should
the line be drawn? The AIDS cause has gained an invaluable spokesman in
Ashe, and the fight against the disease wiU undoubtedly benefit But Ashe will
still be farced to go through life an innocent victim of AIDS and a pawn of
public perception.
Hehas fought through adversity before, physically, athletically, and socially ,
butneverlmhebeencoiUTontedwimsomethm Hopefully, for V
his sake, he has the strength to overcome it as he has done before.
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We're done
and we're
outta here!
--The Wooster Voice staff
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Scholarships, Grants &
Financial Aid
Guaranteed results
Free Information
(216) 834-905- 6 10 ajn.--7 pjo,
OR (24 hours)
1-800-US-
A-1221 Ext-203- 3
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Ashe Forced --
,
to CopfiroEit ' ;-Ano- ther
Straggle
JASON GINDELE
Voice Sports E&sar
"Why do bad things happen to good people? Because it's a matter of
enduring them." --Arthur Ashe
The only black man to ever win the US. Open (1968). Tbe only black man
lo ever win Wimbledon (1975). A key figure in establishing inner-cit- y junior
letm programs. A drdicurd activist in abolishing apartheid in South Africa.
Author cathree-rcJtanehtsao- ry of the African-Americ- an athlete. A commen
tator tor HBO Knna programs. A survivor of two bean bypass operations
(1979 and 1983) and brain surgery (1988). Tbe mod famous black kanis
player in die history of (he sport One of the most successful athkaes lo ever
overcome racism in sport.
Arthur Ashe has fcd an mcredsbk life, but imtw k u threatened by AIDS.
Tbe disease is often r,anr'1 with bomosexuals and intra venous-dru-g
users, but Ashe contracted the HTV virus in a diSerem way: through a blood
transfusion during one ofhis two beartbypassoperatkxinost likely in 1983.
Ashe, 48, discovered that be had the disease m 1988 when doctors found an
abscess cn his bramcausrri by loxcytonxa
the brain,often indicates the presence ofAIDS. Far three aridahalf years Ashe
kepc this fact a secret, widi the exception of a few dose friends.
Bat a few weeks ago, USA Today received a tip about Ashe's disease, and
began researching the aory. The paper contacted Ashe and informed him that
thryfairrfhiiretrrTw
future. Ashe, fearing USA Today' disclosure, reluctantly held a press
conference on Wednesday, April 8, in New York and tokl the world of his
.
problem.
The world, in turn, was shocked. Ashe had become a icon ofdedication and
perseverance, a modd human held high in the eyes of many. Suddenly aD of
this was threatened. The respect he had always commanded was now in
jeopardy, the social status of his life was hanging in the balance of the public's
reaction. Would he find sympathy? Would he be shunnedby many ofthe same
people who had adored him in the past? His continued efforts with inner-cii- y
kid3 and South African apartheid, among others, might be hindered by the fact
that he carries the HIV virus. The world might view him differently.
"I have not yet walked into a restaurant where I might feel that they really
don't want me in there," said Ashe, "where the waiter win take precautions or
where someone in the kitchen win make sure towash my plate with a little more
hot water than everyone else's."
The questions should be asked: Did the media have the right to divulge the
mformation that Ashe had AIDS? Did they have the right to turn someone's
world upside down?
Ashe's life is permanently altered. When hedenannouncing farWimbledon
or the U.S. Open this summer, viewers will auwnaucaJlythirdtof himasaman
with a disease. Many may not even hear what he has to say at first. He win,
unfortunately but inevuably, be hurt by this public knowledge in many ways.
Tbe media has always been guaranteed by the Constitution the freedom of
the press. But where does this freedom cross over the right to privacy, which
a also a very preceded aspect of thi country's foundation? . .
DeWayix:Wkham,ccJurrnistfarGarmeaNew follow-
ing in a column in USA Today. "Journalism team on the edge of a very
slippery slope when,byconfronting Ashe wim nances ofhis infecticia and thus
forcing him to go public or lie, it attempts to pass off voyeurism for news
judgment. Arthur Ashe deserves the same privacy ccnsidentkiisfySAToday
routinely gives rape victims. To say he is a purjfc figure arjd thus fairgame for
such intrusive news coverage ignores the fact that even celebrity rape vkams
are afforded a cloak of anonymity by this and moa other newspapers.
"fcywAhBkosuffatheccoequences and there will be many
of these faulty news judgments." -- ;
USA Today Editor Peter Prichard defended the paper's decision in an
editorial in the April 13 issue. "Sweeping Ashe's secret under the rug would
have contributed lo the public ignciance ofAH3S and (kaxnothirio reduce
Continued on page 21
MEN'S LACROSSE
LaCrosse Team Ends Season on a Good Note
Nine Returning Starters Next Year
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MZX JOUN MaXONEK 93, PIGHrS TO MAINTAIN HS STANCE AS ONE OF THE NATTX PKEJCEI FACE-OF- F STEdALBT. AGAINST
Kenyon iast Saturday. ' Photo by Paul Bqkden.
GARY MILLER
Special to the Voice
The College of Wooster men's
lacrosse team saved the best for
last as it closed out the 1992
season with an impressive 18-- 7
victory over Kenyon Saturday
afternoon at Carl Dale Field.
The Scots, who had been
plagued for most of the season
by poor first-ha- lf performances,
controlled the tempo from the
opening faceoff and finished the
year with a 7--8 overall record
and a 3-- 2 North Coast Athletic
Conference mark.
Wooster dominated the Lords
in every statistical category, but
the most telling was the
groundball total where the Scots
doubled up Kenyon 70-3- 5. This
enabled Wooster to keep on the
offensive for most of the first
half as it raced to a 9-- 2 lead.
In the second half, the Scots
outscored the Lords 9-- 5. but four
of Kenyon's goals came in the
waning moments of the game.
Wooster's attack was fueled
by Tom Bennett, who had four
goals in tbe first half and three
in tbe second half. He wasjoined
by Frank Knott, who had three
goals and one assist, and Casey
Wilson, who had two goals.
Six other players registered
single tallies for the Scots, in-
cluding seniors Steve Spitzer and
Alan Pohoryles, who played their
final games in a Wooster nni- -
form.
"Everything seemed to come
together for ns on Saturday," said
Scot head coach Tim Clark. "It
was really nice to end the season
on a positive note. Now we can
look forward to next year."
And next year does, indeed,
look promising judging from
Wooster's growth and develop-
ment during the season. The
Scots will return nine of their 10
top scorers, and their defense
will remain intact in 1993.
Graduating Seniors
Residence Director positions are
available for the 1992-9- 3 Academic year.
Applications are available, in the
Housing and Residential Life Office.
A completed bachelors degree is required.
SUMMER JOB OPENINGS
WANTED: Persons to do temporary telephone survey work for the
Community Services Center for Wayne County Shopping Spree
Program. No experience necessary; work full time or part time, no
educational requirements, no age limit. Must be able to read well
and speak clearly. Two shifts available from 9 a.m. to 3:30 pjn. and
from 4:00 pjn. to 9 p.m. High School age okay after schooL Hourly
compensation or commission.. Apply in person to the Office Man-
ager at the "Billiard Room" at the Wooster Inn, 801 E. Wayne Ave.
on the College Of Wooster campus beginning Moo. May 4th.
,
Apply from, 9 am. to 9 p.m.
WANTED-Person- s to do light delivery work for the Community
Services Center for Wayne County Shopping Spree Program. Good
pay earn up to $50.00 per day or more. Most have your own trans
portation, a valid driver's liscense and know the Wayne County area
well. Must be neat and dependable: there are no other requirements.
Work any hours between 9a.jn. - 9 pjn. daily. Apply in person to
the Office Manager at the "Billiard Room' at the Wooster Inn
beginning May 4th.
r j
I
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Senior Athletes
Honored at
WAA Banquet
WAA RELEASE
This past Monday, . the
Women's Athletic Association
held a banquet in honor of senior
women who have participated in
sports sometime during their ca
reers ar Wooster. Each senior
woman was presented with a cer
tificate andasmaH gift from WAA.
Four women received nomina- -
tkxufcrthe Senior Alhlete Award
for outstanding athletic achieve-
ment: Beth Blakemore (cross
country, track), Christy Evans
(basketball), and Clara Mitchell
and QrissaConrjer (field hockey).
Christy Evans was selected by
coaches and the athletic directors
as the winner forher contributions
10 women's basketball. Since her
first year at Wooster, Evans has
started every single game, scored
a total of998 points, and earned a
7th place rank in the NCAA in
free throwing.1
Helen Shepard and Liz Barney
were chosen as co-recipie- nts of
the Maria Sexton Award. " - This
award recognizes senior women
who have made outstanding con-
tributions to supporting women's
athletics through time and energy
invested in WAA.
: The last orderofbusiness at the
banquetwas toselea new officers
fornext year. With the floor opea
fornominatkBS,theoutcomewas:
April Heck 93,president;Tammy
Berger 93, vice president; Lydia
Amerson 93, secretary; Lisa
Qstermueller94 and Marcy Hunt
94, treasurer; Jen Coffinan 93.
rjublic3y:LiaHan94aodRobyn
Drothler 95t concessions.
From the dugout...
Thanks to all those
WOMEN'S TENNTS
10--9 XMy' Scots Head to Case Reserve
Continued from page 24
too late. Everyone breathed a sigh of
relief and they were off to Granville.
Unfortunately for the Lady Scots,
when they finally got to Granville (a
little bit tardy) they ran into an over-
powering women's tennis team that
didn't allow them a single set in their
9--0 victory.
Shepard was me lone Lady Scot to
come close to a victory inthe match as
she jumped out to an early 4-- 1 advan-
tage at her 1 singles position.
Den son's Hallie King forgeda come-
back though and won the first set 7-- 5.
She then broke Shepard's serve early
in the second set, which was all she
needed as the two competitors battled
back and forth the rest ofthe way until
King finally won 6--4.
From that match on, though,
Denison simply was too much for
Wooster to handle.
None ofdie Lady Scots could mus-ternx- xe
than three garitesmhermaich.
McMaster fell to Winnie Enloe 6--1.
6--2 at 2.. Fbrtney and McDowell
both lost their matches 6-- 2, 6--0 at 3
and 6 singles, respectively. Wilson
was defeated 6--1. 6--1 at 4, and
Cbokey lost 6--0, 60 at 5 singles.
The doubles scene was simply a
continuation of the previous singles
matches. Wooster couldn't manage
to win more than three games in any
of the three defeats.
Shepard and McMaster lost 6--1, 6--1
atl doubles. WusonandMcDowell
also lost 6-- 1, 6--1 at their 3 position
giving them their first defeat of the
season at that position. And finally,
Fcrtney and Cbokey managed to win
three games in their match at 2 while
losing 6--2, 6-- 1.
The team was then defeated by
Kenyon on Wednesday to close out
the conference regular season with a
who helped contribute
fi
Li
WOOSTEX'S TOP HAYE HELEN SHEPARD
3--4 NCAC mark. Although the 8-- 1
score seems like a disappointing loss,
the Lady Scots won more games
against the Ladies of Kenyon, who
are currently ranked second in the
country , than they had just a day be-
fore when they lost to Denison, who is
also ranked nationally.
Hartexplairied, "The youngerplay-er- s
just didn't understand the level of
tennis Denison and Kenyon play. So
they weren'tmentally prepared toplay
at this Denison 'sard Kenyon s level
yesterday. Today they knew and were
more mentally prepared." -
Without their 4 singles player,
Wilson, Cbokey moved up to play at
the 4 spot and lost to Britt Harbin 6-1,6- -1.
McDowell also had tojump a
spot and was defeated 6--3, 6-- 1 at 5
to the Sports section in this
i ,
it- -
- i: -
- ' I
" V4
92 STRETCHES OUT BEFORE HEAMNQ TO
singles. Tina Irwin 93, playing for
the second time this season, was
blanked by Lisa Weisman 6--0, 6--0 at
the 6 spot. Fortney was ousted 6-2- ,.
6-0at3;Mc-
Master lost to Stacy Bear
6--3, 6--2 at 2.
Shepard lost her first set to nationally--
ranked Kathryn Lane 6--2, but
was on top a break in the second 3-- 1.
A dispute about the score in the next
game halted Shepard's run and she
never got back onTrack and lost 6--3.
Hart commented on Shepard's
match, "She just couldn't get back
into the match mentally after the
dispute." She then added, "Tennis is
90 mental"
In doubles play, Fortney and
Chokey lost 6--1, 6-- 0; McDowell and
Laurie Jasperson 94 were defeated 6--
THE COURTS. PHOTO BY MlKE PEPPER.
1,64.
TheLady Scots' only victory ofthe
day came at 1 doubles. After losing
the first set 6-3.Shepardand- McMaster
battled to win the second convinc-
ingly 6--2. Down 2-- 4 in the final set it
looked as though the Ladies would
puDoutthevictory.butWoosterdidn't
give up. Shepard and McMaster went
on to win the final four games of the
set to win the match 64.
An ecstatic Shepard commented
after the match. "In my four years of
playing at 1 doubles, this is the first
time I have beaten them.'
The Lady Scots will travel to Case
Reserve to compete in the NCAC
year-en- d tournament on Friday and
Saturday. The team boasts an overall
record of 10--9.
year's Voice: Beth Blakemore, Chris Macky,
John Morrow, Karyn Powers, Howie Rentschler, Andrew Robertson, Sam Tweedy, Lydia Amerson, Dan Hawes, Shane
Roush, Josh Leventhal, Carissa Conner, Eric Hicks (J. Catman), Marc Osgoode Smith, and Jeremiah Jenne. Also, thanks
to April Heck for doing a great job with the stories from WAA each week.
Special thanks to John Finn, Sports Information Director, for all of his help and cooperation the section wouldn't
have survived without him.
Dan Stefaniuk, Mike Pepper, Josh Fagans, Paul Borden, Matt Dilyard, and the rest of the photographers: Thanks
for putting up with all of my assignments each week, you came through every time with great shots. .
Dino Disanto, my faithful Assistant Sports Editor, thanks for all of your writing and help with the section, it was a
hell of an experience.
Finally, best of luck to Peter James, next year's Sports Editor. Take care of her, Pete.
Have a great summer and Til see you next year in the Voice.
Jason Gindele
Sports Editor
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EN S TENN1
Scots Out to 6Brfag 'HJaelSffle Back to
Wooster Top Seed in
Conference Tournament
J. CAIMAN
Voice Sports Writer
The men's tennis team will be the
top seed in this weekend's Confer-
ence Championship Tournament in
Denison.
The Scots swept through the con-
ference without a loss, ending up
with a record of 7--0 after defeating
Wittenberg. Allegheny, and Case
Western this week.
Last weekend. Wooster won its
own Invitational by slaughtering
Wittenberg. Ohio Northern, and
Oberlin (again).
Against Ohio Northern. Anthony
Fernandez 92 was confronted with
a player who had beaten hun at the
Rolex tournament in the fall. But
this time Fernandez reversed his for-
tune and came out with a 64, 6--3
viewy.
Dan Rosenbaum's 92 best per-forma- nce
of the weekend was against
Oberlin. He played Ousmane Diop,
with whom he went three sea with
last week. Rosenbaum treed (played
flawlessly) on his way lo a straight
set rout.
Jason Gindele "94 was also a
sffaight set winneragainst Oberlin
nlast week's natch, be needed three
sets to win against the same oppo-
nent.
The Allegheny match. Tuesday.
WOMEN'S TFNNTS
Lady Scots
CHRIS MACKY
Voice Sports Writer
The Lady Scots dropped two
matches to perennial powerhouses
after racking up three straight victo-
ries the week before.
The winning --screak began with a
win over Ml Union last Wednesday,
and continued last Thursday when,
despite dropping three ofits six singles
matches, Wooster was able to down
Ohio Wesleyan 5--4 to pick up an
important NCAC victory.
The Lady Scots' second and third
doubles teams secured the victory by
posting straight-s-et wins in a matrh
that lasted more than six hours.
Wooaer's Emily Formey 95 and
turned into a comedy. Wooster had
to travel to whatFernandez described
as "beautiful Meadville." (of course
he's joking).
The much became a bit of a joke
as welL Wooster won 8--1 (and spent
more time traveling than playing).
Warren Cham-A-Ko- oo 94 and
James Weaver 94 got back on track
at 1 doubles, winning easily. The
duo had been unable to play together
because Weaver had been treating a
leg injury. Their match was enter-
taining. More time was spent in
word exchanges than in rallies. The
quote of the match came from Glenn
(some guy m a headband who thought
he was some kind of second coming
of McEnroe). Just about to lose the
match he said. I'd like to play an-
other set, but I'm getting hungry." It
was an ironic comment when one
considers that two points earlier, he
was nearly force fed a tennis ball
when be poached against a Cham- -A-Ko-on
forehand. Glenn was nearly
tattooed. As the verbal exchanges
got a little more heated the match
turned more into a duck hunt you
know, fuzz balls at 10 paces.
Things at Case Western, Wednes-
day, were more pleasant. Case was '
better behaved. Wooster won 9--0
under threatening skies to an im-
proving Case team (although still
Hope to Bounce Back
Jin Chokey 95 edged Wendy Vizzo
andKeluKiKhea7-6(7-2X64at- 2
and Gabriefc Wilson 95 and Allison
McDowell 93 defeated Lori
Campbell and Lisa Kerson 6-4,-6-2 at
3 to give the Lady Scots their ninth
victory against seven defeats.
At 1 doubles, Ohio Wesleyan's
Allison Plowman and Margie Schultz
slipped past Helen Shepard 92 and
Lynn McMaster 92 64.4-6- . 6--2.
In singles, McMaster was a 6-- 4, 7-- 6
(7--5) victor over Schulz at 2;
Fortney was a decisive 6--2, 6--1 win-
nerover Vizzo at 3; and Wilson went
the distance to beat Kitchen 6--3, 4--6,
6--1 at 4.
. ODtheofherhand.Sbpard,OriTy
- - -
--
-
i i J, - i. 1 1 1 i
Woosters 2 singles plater Warren Cham-a-kog-n 94 fixes a backhand last Friday against Wittenberg,
the Scots first opponent in last weekend's Wooster Invitational. Cham-a-io- on a ranxed 53 nationally
IN SINGLES AND 16 NATIONALLY M DOUBLES WITH PARTNER JAMES WEAVER 94. PHOTO Y NEWS SERVICES
ranked about 469 200).
Actually. Case was strong at 1
singles. SomethingFernandez found
out struggling a bit to win in
straight sets. Somehow Fernandez
was a little frustrating to play the
Case guy smashed his racket at the
conclusion of the match.
"It was a world-clas-s crack."
Fernandez remarked. 1 mean be
smashed the thing in three pieces."
and McDowell were not as fortunate.
Shepard dropped a 62,2-6- , 6--2 deci-
sion to Plowman at 1; Chokey suf-
fered a2-6.7-5.-64 setback ofKerson
at 5; and McDowell came up just
short agaimt Campbell, losing 64, 5--7.
7-- 5 at 6.
"It was a great match and an out-
standing conference win for us." said
Wooster head coach Chris Hart. "Our
doubles teams played very well and
really came through when we needed
thera."
The team made it three in a row by
defeating Case Western Reserve 8--1
last Friday afternoon.
Wooster swept all six singles
niarrrrsaswrJasthefirsttwodoubles. .
Peter James 95 continued play-
ing well at 6 singles. James has
rolled through the Conference ever
since he played his way into the line-
up after overcoming a shoulder in-
jury.
Wooster picked op its level of
play as the week wore on and are
ready to be true to their 1 seeding in
Denison this weekend in the NCAC
tournament.
at NCAC Tournament
maybe t to raise its record to 10--7
overall and 3-- 2 in the NCAC
- Shepard got the Lady Scots off on
the right foot by overpowering Surita
Grangadharappa61.6-0a- t 1 singles.
McMaster followed with a 64, 60
triumph over Seetha Shrivashankar at
2.
"Helen and Lynn played really
well," said Hart. "They were very
sharp in their matches."
Fortney beatJennifer Lewis 64, 3-- 6.
64 at 3; Wilson downed I-Hs- uan
Sben 6-- 2, 64 at 4; Chokey edged
Venus Paxton 4-- 6, 6-- 3. 7--5 at 5; and
McDowell defeated Rachad Dayton
6--3. 6--3 at 6.
- In doubles. Shepardand McMaster
.
Wooster
Fernandez had some remark
about the outcome of the weekend:
"Wooster is the superior team in this
tournament and I'd be surprised if
we weren't able to overcome
Kenyon, Denison. or Oberlin. It's
about time we were able to bring the
title back to Wooster." The Scots
had won consecutive conference
titles until falling to Kenyon 5--4 in
the finals of the tournament last year.
disposed ofShrivashankar and Lewis
62.6-- 1 atl.and Fortney and Chokey
outplayed Grangadharappa and
dayton at 2, winning 6--3, 6-- 2.
Wooster's only loss came at third
doubles whereWilson and McDowell
bowed to Shen and Paxton 7-- 5, 6--2.
Anxiety was extremely high in the
team van as they were Jeaving the
college campus to play Denison on
Tuesday. But it wasn't because they
were nervous about their match with
the nationally-ranke- d Big Red.
No, it was because they were leav-
ing for the match wuhout their num-
berone player. Fortunately she caught
up wim her teammates before it was
. . .... Continued on page 23
